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Preface 
The practice questions provided in this guidance document are intended to provide you with a guide 
to the types of questions you will have to answer in the Financial Adviser Exam, but do not 
necessarily reflect the full range of questions or their difficulty.  

They are designed to provide guidance on what you can expect, in terms of question structure 
and answer formats. 

They will also provide some guidance to the content of each question in the exam; however, the 
exam will cover broader knowledge areas. 

It is important to understand that success in answering the practice questions does not guarantee 
or imply success in the actual exam. 

FASEA intends to continue to add practice questions periodically. 

An online version of practice questions is now available for registered candidates via their candidate 
registration account. 

The exam questions will typically adhere to the following format: 

1. Client scenario / case study

You will be presented with several client scenarios or case studies covering various types of
advice (financial planning, superannuation, stockbroking, SMSF, insurance etc.). Although the
scenario or case study will reference a type of advice, the questions posed will require advisers
to apply their general knowledge in the curriculum areas regardless of their specialisation:

• Financial Advice Regulatory and Legal Obligations (including Corporations Act chapter 7,
AML, Privacy, and Tax Agents Services Act (TASA) 2009)

• Financial Advice Construction – suitability of advice aligned to different consumer
groups, incorporating consumer behaviour and decision making

• Applied Ethical and Professional Reasoning and Communication – incorporating FASEA
Code of Ethics and Code Monitoring Bodies.

Where a question references a particular piece of statutory information, this will be available in 
the open book materials for reference. 
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2. One or more responses required

Responses will be either a selection of multiple choice answers, true/false answers or a written
response.

Multiple choice questions may be complex. Ensure you read the question carefully. You will need 
to use your judgement and select the best answer based on the question being asked, especially
where you feel there may be more than one correct answer.

You will need to manage your time for each question and do what works for you.  

You will be allocated 15 minutes of reading time; you will not be able to answer any questions during 
this time. You will have 3 hours 15 minutes to answer all questions.  

Answers to the questions are provided for your reference in the Appendix. 
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Practice Questions  

Standalone Scenario Questions #1 

PQ1 (1 mark) 

A superannuation fund manager advertises on its website that its investment fund would strive to 
find the very best asset for clients’ investment portfolios. The fund also claims that it will evaluate 
companies in the portfolio based on each company’s ability to defend the level of profit. 
Therefore, the superannuation fund strategy seems to provide defensibility of profits and high 
levels of product differentiation. 
This advertisement of the superannuation fund would be misleading if the fund 

A. has the majority of its assets in index-tracking funds.
B. provides qualitative analysis of the underlying companies and selects investment accordingly.
C. provides opportunity to pick specific assets.
D. has the majority of its assets in a diversified portfolio with limited exposures to hedge funds.
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Client scenario – Julie Flags Loans 

Julie has recently inherited $300,000 and requires some financial advice. 

A friend has recommended John, a Financial Adviser of BEAU Financial Advice Services, a medium-
sized financial planning company and licensee of ISDD Money. 

BEAU Financial Advice Services shares an office with Tuyla Accountants and Business Consultants, 
which provides specialised business, tax and accounting services.    

Julie explains to John that she would like to use her inheritance: 

• for a deposit on an investment unit in Brisbane – requires $500,000 mortgage to  finalise

• to purchase a new car at a cost of $130,000

• to invest in shares or a managed fund

• to start a part-time business.

John explains to Julie that he recently attended an investment seminar where some of the 
products demonstrated had great returns and also provided tax advantages. He hands Julie an 
information document for the ‘Luyn Investment Fund’ which is listed on the licensee’s (ISDD 
Money) Approved Product List. 

John recommends Julie obtain her mortgage from Flags Loans, as the interest rate on their 
investment mortgage is 0.25% lower than the nearest competitor and they approve within 14 
days. In addition, Flags will waive the $1,400 loan application fee and provide a car loan to Julie for 
only 2.00% p.a. if she takes out the investment loan at the same time. 

John discloses to Julie that Flags Loans will pay him a commission of $600 and an ongoing trail of 
1%; however, he will rebate the commissions in full. 

John also refers Julie to Alexia, his friend and an Accountant at Tuyla Accountants and Business 
Consultants, for advice on setting up her part-time business. 
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PQ2 (1 mark) 

Upon receiving the written advice, Julie decides to invest $10,000 with ‘Luyn Investment Fund’. 

Which document must now be provided, and why? 

A. a Product Disclosure Statement, as Julie is implementing the advice and investing $10,000
B. a Financial Services Guide, as Julie has engaged John and is proceeding with the

implementation of advice
C. a Statement of Advice, as Julie is implementing the recommendations and advice provided by

John and investing $10,000
D. a Limited Statement of Advice, as not all of Julie’s circumstances have been considered in the

provision of the advice

PQ3 (1 mark) 

Julie is pleased with the advice Alexia from Tuyla Accountants and Business Consultants has 
provided regarding the part-time business and now asks Alexia to consolidate all of her 
superannuation accounts and to set up a new self-managed superannuation fund (SMSF). 

Alexia is allowed to 

A. consolidate Julie’s superannuation and set up the SMSF.
B. consolidate Julie’s superannuation, set up the SMSF, and provide tax general advice and

factual information.
C. set up the SMSF, refer Julie to John for specific financial product advice relating to the SMSF

and consolidation of superannuation.
D. set up the SMSF, provide tax (financial) and product advice relating to the SMSF and refer Julie

to John for consolidation of the superannuation.

PQ4 (1 mark) 

Julie brings John a bank cheque in the amount of $10,000 to open the ‘Luyn Investment Fund’ 
account. John is a little suspicious, as the account documentation received matches his client 
records except for the name on the account opening forms, which is subtly misspelt. 

To meet his obligations, John 

A. must report his suspicions under the AML/CTF reporting obligations.
B. should not have to report his suspicions as the product issuer but Luyn Investment Fund is

required to report under the AML/CTF reporting obligations.
C. should not have to report his suspicions under the AML/CTF reporting obligations, as the

account opening form provided is not conclusive evidence.
D. must report his suspicions to the product issuer Luyn Investment Fund as they are required to

conclusively check and confirm identification of all clients.
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PQ5 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Which of the following statements are correct? 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

John may legally use the term ‘independent’ as a Financial Adviser of 
BEAU Financial Advice Services if he ... 

True False 

does NOT receive any commissions or fees and discloses any conflicts 
and benefits. 

or any other Adviser of BEAU Financial Advice Services receives 
commissions, fees, or volume-based payments, but all conflicts and 
benefits are disclosed and all fees and commissions are rebated back to 
clients. 

PQ6 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Consider the range of advice provided by John in the scenario. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

John is providing financial product advice in the area of ... True False 

direct property. 

managed investments. 
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Standalone Scenario Questions #2 

PQ7 (1 mark) 

An adviser conducts research on an Income Protection policy and makes the following statement to 
his client. 

‘You currently have an Income Protection policy with a 2-year benefit within your existing industry 
fund. It would be worthwhile to retain this policy, as it is well priced and has adequate features. I 
recommend another policy with a 2-year waiting period and benefits payable to age 65, based on 
your goals and objectives.’ 

The statement is an example of: 

A. factual information.
B. personal advice.
C. general advice.
D. specific advice.

PQ8 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Lisa calls her adviser in relation to making a switch from one Australian Shares managed fund in her 
investment portfolio to another Australian Shares managed fund, due to a better research rating. 
The fees and the asset allocation strategy of both funds are similar. Lisa’s personal circumstances 
have not changed since the last Statement of Advice (SOA) provided to her by the adviser five 
months ago. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

As per requirements of the Corporations Act (2001) the adviser should: True False 

prepare a new SOA for Lisa since the changes were recommended by him and 
Lisa is acting on his advice. 

prepare a Record of Advice (ROA) incorporating reference to the original SOA – 
the ROA can be a tape recording of the phone conversation acknowledging and 
agreeing to the investment switch. 
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PQ9 

An adviser takes over a portfolio of clients from an adviser who has moved on. In reviewing the files, 
she notes the same investment product is recommended in virtually every case. She wonders why 
it was appropriate for clients who had quite different needs and goals. She calls the fund manager 
and, after a brief discussion about the fund characteristics and performance, the voice on the phone 
tells her she can ‘have the same deal’ as the adviser who has just left. 

(2 marks) What is reasonable for the adviser to suspect AND what dilemma does she now face? 

PQ10 

(2 marks) What are TWO actions that the adviser should take in this situation? 
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PQ11 (1 mark) 

An Adviser sends a written Renewal Notice. The Renewal Period has expired and the Adviser has 
not received the signed Renewal Notice. 

Which of the following statements is correct? 

A. The ongoing service continues as the client has to ‘opt out’ of the ongoing service.
B. The Adviser is required to send the ‘Renewal Notice’ after 2 years.
C. The ongoing service stops as the client has to ‘opt in’ to the continuation of the ongoing

service.
D. If the signed Renewal Notice is received by the Adviser outside the Renewal Period, the

existing ongoing service arrangement can continue.
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Client scenario – Maryanne, Pete and Sue 

Maryanne is a qualified chartered accountant and a Financial Adviser for Kilverlight Finance, an 
Australian Financial Services Licensee (AFSL). She is authorised to provide advice on superannuation, 
self-managed superannuation, managed investments and financial advice. 

Maryanne’s long-term married clients Peter (53) and Sue (49) run their own business (a successful 
café), and are considering expanding into the vacant next-door premises. They have recently 
inherited $500,000 and have made an appointment to discuss the following: 

• Invest $200,000 in the business to refurbish and expand the café.

• Invest $50,000 in an upcoming Initial Public Offering (IPO) with Leafgarden Agriculture (a
sustainable coffee plantation company).

• Add $20,000 each to their self-managed superannuation fund (SMSF) as concessional
contributions.

• Gift $50,000 to their only child, who is getting married in the next six months.

• Pay off their debts and $200,000 mortgage.

• Finalise their previous year’s tax return as they are due to receive a large refund that will be
used to partially fund their child's wedding, which is being held in Italy.

PQ12 (1 mark)  

Peter and Sue request that Maryanne make a concessional contribution of $40,000 to their self-
managed superannuation fund urgently, as it’s nearly the end of the year and they want to maximise 
their tax position. 

In this time-critical situation, which of the following is the most appropriate course of action for 
Maryanne to take? 

A. Provide Peter and Sue with a Statement of Advice explaining the strategy prior to them
implementing the advice.

B. Advise Peter and Sue verbally and then confirm the advice with a formal written file note on the
same day.

C. Provide the advice verbally and then follow up with a written advice document within five
business days.

D. Provide the advice immediately and confirm in writing with a Record of Advice within seven
business days.
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PQ13 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Peter and Sue instruct Maryanne to complete the required documentation for the $50,000 
investment in Leafgarden Agriculture. Maryanne completes the documentation, has the clients sign 
the forms and forwards the documentation to the stockbroking company managing the float. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

Statement: True False 

Under the Australian Privacy Principles (APP), Maryanne can disclose personal 
information regarding Peter and Sue to the stockbroking firm as the information 
she has collected on the signed documentation was for that primary purpose. 

Breaching client confidentiality is considered a serious breach and the penalties 
imposed may include sanctions and suspension under the Corporations Act 
2001. 

PQ14 (1 mark)  

In relation to the $50,000 investment with Leafgarden Agriculture, Peter and Sue must be 
provided with a: 
A. Financial Services Guide from both Maryanne and the stockbroking firm, as well as a prospectus

for Leafgarden Agriculture by the stockbroking firm.
B. limited Statement of Advice as Maryanne is implementing only the investment advice sought by

her clients.
C. Statement of Advice as Maryanne is implementing the advice provided and following her client’s

instructions to invest $50,000 in Leafgarden Agriculture.
D. Statement of Advice from Maryanne and a Product Disclosure Statement from Leafgarden

Agriculture.
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PQ15 (1 mark)  

Maryanne needs to provide Peter and Sue (who pay ongoing fees) with a Fee Disclosure Statement 
for Maryanne’s ongoing financial advice services. 

The Fee Disclosure Statement needs to be provided: 

A. every year.
B. every three years.
C. every year, after the initial advice has been provided.
D. the first year when the advice was provided, and then semi-annually.

PQ16 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Maryanne needs to provide her clients Peter and Sue with a Fee Disclosure Statement. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

A Fee Disclosure Statement must include: True False 

fees that are payable, including any commissions that are received and the 
services that the client will be provided. 

fees that have been paid, the services that the client is entitled to receive and 
the services that were actually provided over the prior 12 months. 
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PQ17 (1 mark)  

Standard 8 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that a Financial Adviser keep complete and 
accurate records of advice and services provided. 

Maryanne has just completed her Masters in Financial Planning and can now specialise in 
securities and derivatives and will be leaving Kilverlight Finance and joining a new licensee. 

Which of the following is correct regarding maintenance of her files? 

A. Maryanne must retain a personal copy of all client files for a minimum of seven years.
B. Kilverlight Finance must retain Maryanne’s client files for seven years from the date she exits

the practice.
C. Kilverlight Finance must retain all client files for a minimum of seven years 7 years after the day

the personal advice was provided to the client
D. Maryanne’s record-keeping obligations end when Maryanne hands all files back to the client.
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Client scenario – Kate and Don 

Don is a Financial Planner employed by a subsidiary of ‘Trustus Bank’. Kate has had her first 
appointment and Don has taken the details of her financial position, investment profile and 
financial goals. She has $50,000 to invest in managed funds. Don notes that she wants to be 
invested in ‘low fee’ ethical funds that exclude alcohol, tobacco and gaming interests. 

Her investment profile shows that she is suited to a balanced investment portfolio. Don 
recommends that she place all her funds in a managed fund – with a balanced portfolio option, 
also created and managed by a Trustus subsidiary. It has lower fees than some other Trustus 
funds, but its fees are still higher than some other non-Trustus managed investments that are on 
Don’s approved product list. 

Don did not disclose the connection between the recommended fund and Trustus and he is 
comfortable that the fund is a safe and secure investment. Don did not realise that the investment 
manager regularly invests in the gaming industry. 

PQ18 (1 mark) 

Standard 2 of FASEA’s Code of Ethics requires that a Financial Adviser must ‘act with integrity and 
in the best interests of each of’ their clients. 

In his dealings with Kate, Don first breached Standard 2 when he 

A. noted Kate wanted to be invested in ‘low fee’ funds.
B. recommended that Kate place all her funds in a managed fund that was not low fee and was

also created and managed by a Trustus subsidiary.
C. failed to disclose the connection between the recommended fund and Trustus.
D. noted Kate wanted to be invested in ethical funds, excluding alcohol, tobacco and gaming

interests.

PQ19 (1 mark) 

Standard 3 of FASEA’s Code of Ethics requires that a Financial Adviser must ‘not advise, refer or act 
in any other manner where’ the adviser has ‘a conflict of interest or duty’. 

In his dealings with Kate, Don FIRST breached Standard 3 when he 

A. failed to disclose to Kate the connection between the recommended fund and Trustus.
B. noted Kate wanted to be invested in ‘low fee’ funds.
C. recommended that Kate place all her funds in a managed fund that had exposure to gambling

stocks.
D. noted Kate wanted to be invested in ethical funds, excluding alcohol, tobacco and gaming

interests.
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PQ20 (1 mark) 

Standard 5 of FASEA’s Code of Ethics addresses when advice and recommendations will be in the 
‘best interest of the client’ and emphasises the need for advice and recommendations to be 
appropriate to the client’s individual circumstances. 

In his dealings with Kate, Don first breached Standard 5 when he 

A. noted Kate wanted to be invested in ‘low fee’ funds.
B. recommended that Kate place all her funds in a managed fund that was not low fee and was

also created and managed by a Trustus subsidiary.
C. failed to disclose the connection between the recommended fund and Trustus.
D. noted Kate wanted to be invested in ethical funds, excluding alcohol, tobacco and gaming

interests.

PQ21 (1 mark) 

At which point in his dealings with Kate should Don have informed her about operating as a 
subsidiary of Trustus? 

A. After Kate implements her investment in Trustus.
B. When Kate revealed the amount she had to invest.
C. Upon becoming aware that Kate wanted low fee, ethical investments.
D. When Don recommended Kate place all her funds into a managed fund operated by a Trustus

subsidiary.
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Client scenario – Centrelink Fraud 

A single age pensioner comes to see his Financial Adviser each year to review the investment 
portfolio backing his account-based pension. He receives the full age pension and likes to quiz the 
Adviser about all the latest Centrelink rules and procedures. This year he brings in his 
granddaughter who is just about to start her first full-time job. The pensioner asks the Adviser to 
ensure his granddaughter starts her financial life on the right footing. 

The granddaughter takes away a Fact Find and returns a week later for an interview. In discussing 
her answers, the Adviser asks if she is likely to receive any inheritances. ‘Oh yes’, she answers, 
‘Grandpa says he will leave me his three investment properties.’ 

PQ22 

(2 marks) Given the new information that the Adviser now has about the grandfather’s 
circumstances, what are TWO concerns the Adviser should address with the client before 
providing further advice to him? 

PQ23 

(2 marks) In relation to the disclosure of the investment properties, what are TWO actions that 
the Adviser should take in this situation to ensure they are acting in the single age pensioner’s best 
interest? 
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Standalone Scenario Questions #3 

PQ24 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

During a busy period in a financial planning practice, an intern inadvertently leaves a paper-copy 
of a client file in a transparent folder on a coffee table in the waiting room at reception. The file is 
there for an hour before a senior staff member sees it and secures it appropriately. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

This incident is NOT a breach of the Privacy Act (1988) because the … True False 

client information was secured inside a folder. 

client file was salvaged and secured within a reasonable length of time. 

PQ25 (1 mark) 

A Statement of Advice is required when providing 

A. personal advice for a wholesale client.
B. all personal and general advice.
C. all Financial Product Advice.
D. personal advice to retail clients.
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Client scenario – Human Capital Questions 
A Financial Adviser has a number of clients, each with roughly equivalent life circumstances, risk 
tolerances and investment objectives. However, while they all work full-time and earn roughly the 
same amount, they have quite different employment arrangements. 

• Client I works in a sales role for a fund manager that invests in Australian shares. He
expects approximately 30% of his remuneration to be paid as a bonus, which is calculated
based on the value of the investments he attracts and maintains in his employer’s funds 
each year. 

• Client II is a self-employed real estate agent. Her remuneration is derived from the
commissions she earns from selling residential real estate, less the costs associated with
running her business. 

• Client III is a human resources manager for a major chain of supermarkets. His company is
listed and is part of the ASX200. He receives a fixed salary with no bonus or other
incentive payments. 

• Client IV is a professor of finance at a major Australian university. He teaches and
researches investment-related issues. He also receives a fixed salary with no bonus or
other incentive payments. 

• Client V works in research and development for an unlisted biotechnology company. She
has a PhD related to a rare form of cancer for which her employer is developing a
treatment. She receives a fixed salary and has also been granted a number of share 
options in the company that employs her. 

The Financial Adviser plans to take into consideration the different clients’ employment situations 
when recommending their investments, to ensure that the risk profiles of their assets (including 
the risks related to their human capital, i.e. the value of their future work-related income) align 
with their assessed risk tolerances and investment objectives. 

PQ26 (1 mark) 

The client whose future work-related income is most likely to be positively correlated with the 
returns achieved on the ASX200 is 

A. Client I
B. Client II
C. Client IV
D. Client V
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PQ27 (1 mark) 

The Adviser wants to better understand the risk profile of a particular client’s future work-related 
income. As part of this, the Adviser discusses each client’s ability to find alternative employment 
should they be required to do so. 

For which of the following clients is this most important? 

A. Client II
B. Client III
C. Client IV
D. Client V

PQ28 (1 mark) 

When considering their WHOLE financial situation, the most effective way to reduce the risk each 
client is exposed to is to recommend that they 

A. Purchase income protection insurance, if the clients don’t have it already.
B. Refinance their mortgage at a lower interest rate, if the clients have a mortgage.
C. Contribute more to super, if the clients are under the relevant contribution caps.
D. Invest in direct shares rather than managed funds, if the clients invest in managed funds.

PQ29 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

When considering his whole financial situation, Client I could invest 
more in Australian equities while maintaining the same amount of total 
risk if he … 

True False 

found a job with equivalent remuneration arrangements outside of the 
investment industry. 

renegotiated his remuneration so that the total was the same, but that 
he received a smaller proportion as a bonus. 
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PQ30 (1 mark) 

The most significant risk for Client V would occur if she decided to invest a large portion of her 
portfolio in 

A. growth assets.
B. Australian shares.
C. biotechnology companies.
D. the biotechnology company that employs her.

PQ31 (1 mark) 

Clients I and II are friends. While having a chat one day, Client I comments that the Financial 
Adviser seems to have something against investing in Australian shares. In contrast, Client II feels 
that the Adviser is biased against investing in property. 

The most plausible explanation for Client I and II’s comments is that the Adviser 

A. has provided inappropriate advice.
B. has not adequately communicated the advice given.
C. is biased against both Australian shares and property.
D. has a low risk profile, and therefore prefers more defensive assets.
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Client scenario – Ababila AFS Licensee 

Ababila is an AFS licensee operating a Financial Planning business. Ababila is not a subsidiary of any 
financial product manufacturer or distributor. The majority of the business’ clients have up-front 
and Ongoing Fee Arrangements (OFAs) in place. Ababila offers its clients various payment methods 
to pay for the ongoing fees and sends a Fee Disclosure Statement (FDS) to all clients with OFAs. 

A recent audit investigated the advice records of a new client, James, who has a large investment 
portfolio and likes to minimise his income tax. The scope of the advice was limited to investment 
and insurance. Ababila agreed to provide ongoing advice to James and he signed off an OFA. The 
ongoing fees for this arrangement were to be debited from the portfolio based on the performance 
of the investment. James was advised and consented to the potential risks of paying ongoing fees 
from the performance of his investment. 

PQ32 (1 mark)  

The audit found that Ababila entered into an Ongoing Fee Arrangement with James on 1 
September 2021. 

Which of the following is correct with regard to issuing an FDS to James? 

A. As he is a new client, James will not receive an FDS.
B. The deadline for receiving the FDS is negotiable with James.
C. The deadline for sending out the FDS is 1 September 2022.
D. The deadline for sending out the FDS is 30 October 2022.

PQ33 (1 mark)  

James would NOT require an FDS if: 

A. no service is provided for the ongoing fees paid.
B. the only ongoing payment received by Ababila is the insurance commission.
C. the OFA described the ongoing fee as a ‘regular contribution’.
D. the ongoing fees paid were capped below the regulatory threshold.
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PQ34 (1 mark)  

In their FDS to James, Ababila must incorporate: 

A. a list of fees that James agreed to be non-conflicted.
B. the administration fee charged by James’s investment portfolio manager.
C. the amount of up-front fees paid by James in the previous year.
D. services that James was entitled to receive in the previous year.

PQ35 (1 mark)  

Which of the following possibilities may demonstrate that the ongoing fees received by Ababila is 
conflicted? 

A. Ababila is not a subsidiary of any financial product manufacturer.
B. Ababila receives volume-based benefit from product providers they recommend.
C. Ababila agreed to debit the ongoing fees from the portfolio as requested by James.
D. Ababila do not receive ongoing performance fees if a product does not perform at a set level.

PQ36 (1 mark)  

Which of the following possibilities may demonstrate that Ababila acted in the best interests of 
James? 

Ababila invested James’s portfolio in: 

A. growth funds to provide less income to James.
B. defensive funds to minimise monitoring costs.
C. balanced funds to minimise management fees.
D. high-growth funds to boost short-term performance.

PQ37 (1 mark)  

Which of the following services offered by Ababila would be the MOST genuine value-add 
justifying the charge of an ongoing fee? 

A. the retention of client records
B. an annual review of investment needs
C. the automatic rebalancing of an investment portfolio
D. sending regular updates on interest rate movement
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Client scenario – Julie and Scott 

Julie and Scott have met with their financial adviser, Tarak, for the first time.  

Julie recently started a new job and this has prompted the couple to review their financial position 
and seek professional advice. 

Julie and Scott state that they would like to: 

• be debt-free as soon as possible;

• have a minimum of $20,000 in the bank for emergencies;

• save for their children’s secondary and tertiary education costs;

• ensure their family is protected financially if unexpected events occur; and

• achieve a retirement income of at least $60,000 per annum in today’s dollars.

Tarak gathers the following information at the first appointment. 

Personal information 

Julie, Female, Age 48 Scott, Male, Age 45 

Relationship De facto (together for six years) 

Family 
Julie and Scott have two young sons. Julie also has two daughters aged 20 and 16 
with her estranged husband (amicable separation, have not yet divorced). 

Retirement age 65 62 

Employment 

Full-time 

Management Consultant 

New position 

Salary package is $150,000 per annum plus 
superannuation  

Sole trader with an ABN 

Golf Coach and Pro Shop Operator 

Earns $50,000 per annum base 
salary plus commission on pro shop 
sales 

Income and 
expenses 

Surplus income of approximately $1,000 per week available for investment after 
all living expenses and debt repayments are made. 
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Superannuation 

Two funds: 

#1 Zodotto Super Fund receiving 
superannuation guarantee contributions 
with $330,000 invested in a high-growth 
option with no insurance cover 

#2 Hordoff Super Fund with $60,000 
invested in single sector funds covering 
cash, Australian shares and international 
shares. It has $500,000 life and total and 
permanent disability insurance cover 
attached 

$145,000 invested in a conservative 
option 

$150,000 life and total and 
permanent disability insurance cover 

Death benefit 
nomination 
(superannuation) 

Non-lapsing binding nomination in favour 
of estranged husband with both funds 

No nomination made 

Current Will and 
Power of 
Attorney 

Last updated 10 years ago following 
separation from husband 

No 

Risk profile High growth (Aggressive) Balanced 

Assets and liabilities 

Asset name Owner Value ($) Notes 

Main residence 
Joint 
tenants 

$800,000 

Bought three years ago for $750,000. No plans 
to move. Loan of $600,000 attached.  Variable 
interest of 4.1% per annum. Repaying $2,900 
per month. 

Mortgage offset 
account 

Joint $170,000 

Share portfolio Julie $120,000 Shares held in five blue-chip companies 

Note: The clients have no credit cards or other debts. 
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PQ38 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Standard 2 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that financial advisers must ‘act with integrity and 
in the best interests of each of their clients’. 

Tarak conducts research into Julie’s two existing superannuation funds. He notes that the fees 
charged by the Hordoff Super Fund are higher than the Zodotto Super Fund. The Zodotto Super 
Fund has returned 8% per annum over the past year, while the Hordoff Super Fund has returned 9% 
per annum for the same period. Tarak prepares a recommendation that Julie rollover the $60,000 
in the Hordoff Super Fund into the Zodotto Super Fund. 

Select True or False for each statement. 

 Tarak has breached Standard 2 because: True False 

the investment options offered by the Hordoff Super Fund better suit 
Julie’s risk profile. 

he has not addressed the effect of Julie losing the insurance attached to 
the Hordoff Super Fund. 
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PQ39 (1 mark) 

The FASEA Code of Ethics requires that a financial adviser must act: 

• ‘in accordance with all applicable laws, including this code, and not try to avoid or circumvent 
their intent’ (Standard 1); and

• ‘with integrity and in the best interests of each of’ their clients (Standard 2).

During his initial meeting with Julie and Scott, Tarak mentions some strategies that people 
commonly use to reduce their debt more quickly. He does not document these in the Statement of 
Advice (SOA), but instead provides a general fact sheet about debt reduction.  

Which of the following is correct? 

A. Tarak has breached Standard 1 because all advice given to clients must be documented in the
SOA.

B. Tarak has breached Standard 2 because he has failed to provide and document advice that is
consistent with the couple’s purpose in seeking advice.

C. Tarak has complied with Standard 2 because there is no need for him to document the debt
reduction strategies unless they form part of his formal recommendations.

D. Tarak has complied with both Standards 1 and 2 because debt reduction is not considered
personal financial advice and does not need to be included in the SOA.
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PQ40 (1 mark) 

Standard 3 of the FASEA Code of Ethics states that a financial adviser ‘must not advise, refer or act 
in any other manner’ where they have a conflict of interest or duty. 

Julie indicates that she would like to add to and diversify her direct share portfolio. Tarak is not 
licensed to provide specific share recommendations.  

Which of the following approaches by Tarak is MOST likely to breach Standard 3? 

A. A recommendation to invest in shares using sector-specific managed funds.
B. Referral to an external stockbroker who operates under a fixed-fee brokerage model.
C. Referral to a stockbroker working as an employee within Tarak’s financial planning business.
D. A recommendation to invest in shares using a managed discretionary account operated by his

business.

PQ41 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

During his analysis of Julie and Scott’s situation, Tarak determines that there is a need to update 
their estate planning provisions. The couple does not have a current arrangement with a legal 
practitioner and asks Tarak for a recommendation. Tarak has a referral arrangement with a solicitor 
who has expertise in arrangements for complex family situations. 

Select True or False for each statement. 

 To ensure compliance with the FASEA Code of Ethics when referring the 
clients to the solicitor, Tarak should: 

True False 

obtain Julie and Scott’s consent to disclose relevant details to the solicitor. 

ensure there is no payment exchanged for the referral. 
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PQ42 

During the initial appointment, Scott tells Tarak he has reservations about seeking professional 
advice after reading media reports about the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, 
Superannuation and Financial Services Industry. 

(2 marks) Write TWO responses that Tarak could provide to help Scott understand the ETHICAL 
obligations Tarak must comply with as a financial adviser. 

PQ43 

(2 marks) Write TWO responses that Tarak could provide to help Scott understand the LEGAL 
obligations Tarak must comply with as a financial adviser. 
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PQ44 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Consider the following statements regarding Julie’s existing estate planning arrangements. 

Select True or False for each statement. 

Statement True False 

Julie’s current nomination of beneficiary is valid and the superannuation fund 
trustee would be compelled to pay Julie’s death benefit to her estranged 
husband. 

As Julie has a Will in place there is no need to update it as Scott (as her current 
partner) and their children are automatically included. 
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PQ45  

Tarak makes the following insurance recommendations: 

• Both Julie and Scott to take out:
o $1.5 million life and total and permanent disability (own occupation) insurance.
o $100,000 trauma cover.
o Income protection policies paying 85% of their monthly income with a four-week

waiting period and age 65 benefit period.
• Scott to take out business expenses insurance.

All policies are to be self-owned. Tarak discloses that the policies will pay a commission. 

(2 marks) Scott feels that they do not need all the policies. Write a response that Tarak could provide 
to help Julie and Scott understand TWO benefits of implementing the insurance strategy as 
recommended. 

PQ46 

(2 marks) Write a response that Tarak could provide to help Scott understand TWO disadvantages 
of implementing the insurance strategy as recommended. 
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Client scenario – Nicole and P-Z-S-T 

Nicole is an Adviser with a stockbroking firm and is authorised to provide advice on securities and 
managed investments and to trade on the Australian Securities Exchange (ASX) on behalf of 
clients. She specialises in advising on emerging technology businesses. 

She is approached by Gregory, the trustee of his own SMSF. His fund is worth $300,000, invested 
solely in Australian shares and cash. Gregory considers himself an experienced and successful 
investor. He is aged in his mid-40s and has a long-term investment horizon. 

At the first interview with the Adviser, he partially completes a fact-find but declines to complete a 
risk profiling questionnaire, saying, ‘I know what I’m looking for.’ He will not disclose the stocks in 
his share portfolio as he ‘doesn’t want anyone stealing my ideas.’ 

Gregory enquires about a newly floated company called P-Z-S-T that has developed software to 
simplify testing of new pharmaceutical products. Nicole provides him with the research note 
produced by the stockbroking firm which recommends the shares as a BUY at $1.50. 

PQ47 (1 mark) 

What financial service is Nicole providing by giving Gregory the research note? 

A. general advice
B. personal advice
C. information only
D. a recommendation to acquire listed securities

PQ48 (1 mark) 

In describing an investment in P-Z-S-T shares, what is the MOST significant risk Nicole should 
explain to Gregory? 

A. The market sector comprises many other newly formed businesses.
B. Newly formed businesses in this market sector should be considered as speculative

investments.
C. The intellectual property of the business is not easily understood by the ‘layman’.
D. Newly floated companies typically don’t pay dividends.
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PQ49 

(2 marks) Gregory says he wants to invest $60,000 in P-Z-S-T. 

Describe TWO issues Nicole should raise with Gregory about his instruction. 

PQ50 

(2 marks) Gregory instructs Nicole to purchase the shares in P-Z-S-T at $1.50. 

Assuming Nicole implements Gregory’s instructions, identify TWO record-keeping items Nicole 
should formally document. 
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PQ51 (1 mark) 

Nicole suspects that Gregory has more information about P-Z-S-T than has been made publicly 
available and that this means he may be breaching the market integrity rules by 

A. churning.
B. wash trading.
C. insider trading.
D. cornering the market.

PQ52 (1 mark) 

A week after she has placed the shares for Gregory, the P-Z-S-T share price jumps to $2.70 when 
the company announces a large new contract. 
If Nicole suspects Gregory is breaching the market integrity rules, she MUST notify the 

A. Australian Tax Office (ATO).
B. Australian Securities Exchange (ASX).
C. Australian Prudential Regulation Authority (APRA).
D. Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC).
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Client scenario – Kylie 
Kylie is meeting with a new client, Bianca, aged 40, who has just received an inheritance of 
$80,000 from her grandmother’s estate. Bianca intends to use the payment to clear the mortgage 
on her farm, where she currently lives, and will have $15,000 as a balance to invest. Bianca is 
moving interstate to live with her boyfriend Cameron. Bianca’s farm and house is worth $800,000 
and she will lease the home and property for $24,000 per annum. If Bianca and Cameron’s 
relationship continues and Bianca decides to live on his farm, she plans to sell her property in five 
years’ time. 

Bianca wants to invest $15,000 initially and then add the net rental income every month. She 
would like Kylie to help her consider a potential investment into FroZo Australian Share Fund as 
she has read good things about it online. FroZo is not on Kylie’s licensee’s approved product list 
and she is not familiar with it. 

PQ53 (1 mark) 

Given what Kylie and Bianca have discussed, what is currently the scope of advice? 

A. wealth creation
B. wealth protection
C. retirement planning
D. nothing is in scope at this point

PQ54 (1 mark) 

Given what Kylie and Bianca have discussed, what disclosure documentation should have been 
provided to Bianca at this meeting? 

A. Financial Services Guide
B. Statement of Advice
C. FroZo Product Disclosure Statement
D. Fee Disclosure Statement

PQ55 (1 mark) 

Kylie has to disclose to Bianca that FroZo is not on her AFS licensee’s approved product list 

A. when she recommends FroZo.
B. if she does not recommend FroZo.
C. given Bianca has asked her to consider it.
D. if Bianca wants the investment in FroZo monitored over time.
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Client scenario – Joe and WillieWare Technologies 

Joe recently inherited $150,000, which he invested in a ‘High Growth’ managed fund. The fund is 
invested in a broadly diversified mix of Australian and international shares, along with a small 
allocation to bonds and cash. In addition to this investment, Joe has a very small amount of 
superannuation. He has no other investments and rents the apartment he lives in. 

Joe works for a small technology company, WillieWare Technologies. WillieWare Technologies is 
currently undertaking an initial public offering (IPO). As part of the IPO, Joe has been given the 
opportunity to subscribe for $100,000 worth of shares in the company. This is separate from his 
ongoing remuneration arrangements, and is not part of an employee share scheme. Joe believes 
WillieWare Technologies has strong prospects. He is thinking of selling $100,000 of his High 
Growth fund to finance the purchase. 

PQ56 (1 mark) 

If Joe sells $100,000 of his High Growth fund and acquires shares in WillieWare Technologies then, 
compared with before these transactions, his portfolio would best be described as having 

A. reduced diversification and higher risk, because it would mostly comprise a single company.
B. roughly the same amount of diversification and risk, because Joe’s investments would remain

mostly allocated to equities.
C. greater diversification and lower risk, because Joe would hold shares in WillieWare

Technologies and units in the managed fund, rather than only units in the managed fund.
D. greater diversification and lower risk, because Joe’s existing High Growth fund would probably

not be invested in WillieWare Technologies, meaning that the transactions would result in Joe
increasing the number of companies he was invested in.

PQ57 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

The Adviser warns Joe that ‘investing in IPOs is risky’. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

This warning is likely to be effective if it is provided in a … True False 

Statement of Advice. 

Public seminar. 
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PQ58 (1 mark) 

Joe’s Financial Adviser recommended against Joe investing in WillieWare Technologies and gave 
detailed reasons for this advice. Joe was dissatisfied with the advice, given the returns he believed 
he would miss out on if he were to follow the advice. 

Joe’s dissatisfaction suggests that Joe’s Adviser has failed to 

A. provide appropriate advice that was in Joe’s best interests.
B. properly assess the future prospects for WillieWare Technologies.
C. take into consideration Joe’s expressed preference to invest in WillieWare Technologies.
D. adequately account for Joe’s decision-making biases in the way he engaged with Joe and

communicated his advice.
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Standalone Scenario Questions #4 

PQ59 (1 mark)  

‘You must satisfy yourself that any fees and charges that the client must pay to you or your principal, 
and any benefits that you or your principal receive, in connection with acting for the client are fair 
and reasonable and represent value for money for the client.’ (from FASEA Code of Ethics 
Standard 7). 

This sentence is primarily aimed at encouraging practitioners to examine their: 

A. motives.
B. legal risks.
C. procedures.
D. financial risks.

PQ60 (1 mark) 

Standard 10 of the Code of Ethics states that advisers ‘must develop, maintain and apply a high level 
of relevant knowledge and skills.’ 

In the context of the entire code, this ultimately is designed to enable advisers to: 

A. lead clients effectively.
B. serve clients effectively.
C. teach clients effectively.
D. shape clients effectively.
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PQ61 (1 mark) 

Joseph has been a Financial Planner for 15 years. With regard to an upcoming appointment, Joseph 
says the following to a colleague he is supervising for her professional year: 

‘This guy has $1m in super. Charging an ongoing service fee of 0.55% on that super balance – that’s 
dollars in the bank. He needs a $500,000 Trauma policy and the commission for that will be flowing 
in too. Don’t you love this job?’ 

Which of the following FASEA Ethical Standards is Joseph MOST in breach of? 

A. Standard 4: An adviser ‘may act for a client only with the client’s free, prior and informed
consent.’

B. Standard 5: ‘All advice and financial product recommendations that you give to a client must
be … appropriate to the client’s individual circumstances.’

C. Standard 7: An adviser must obtain ‘free and informed consent to all benefits’ received ‘in
connection with acting for the client, including any fees for services that may be charged.’

D. Standard 12: An adviser ‘must uphold and promote the ethical standards of the profession.’
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Client scenario – Yasmine and Tina 

Yasmine is a Provisional Financial Adviser in Quarter 3 of her Professional Year and works for a 
boutique superannuation fund. Tina is also employed by the fund and is licensed to provide 
personal superannuation and insurance advice to existing and prospective fund members. Tina 
recently took on the role of Yasmine’s supervisor for the remainder of her Professional Year. 

Tina attends some client meetings with Yasmine. During the most recent client initial 
appointment, Yasmine introduced Tina to the client as ‘her colleague’ and provided a Financial 
Services Guide that referred to Yasmine as a Financial Adviser and Authorised Representative but 
provided no details of Yasmine undertaking her Professional Year. 

Tina also observed that, during client meetings, Yasmine: 

• provides clients with a newspaper article about the fund, which states that it charges a
0.5% investment fee on assets under management, plus $2.00 a week to cover
administration. Tina knows that the fund charges 1.19% investment fees and this is
disclosed on its website.

• often makes the comment that the fund management team has more than 40 years of
investment experience, but this actually reflects the team’s combined years of experience
and the fund was only established five years ago.

• does not conduct a risk profile for the client on the basis that ‘the super fund only offers a
balanced growth investment option so they have no choice anyway’ and ‘superannuation is
a long-term investment’.

• recommends $1,000,000 death and total and permanent disability insurance and 85%
monthly benefit income protection insurance to each client because ‘it’s an industry rule of
thumb and that’s what most people need’.

• justifies recommendations to salary sacrifice into super by stating that the strategy helps
ensure the account balance is not eroded by insurance premiums and fees.

Tina notices that Yasmine often completes sections that the client has left blank on 
superannuation and insurance application forms, and on one occasion copied the client’s 
signature from one part of a form to another. When asked about this, Yasmine said she felt it was 
easier to just complete the sections rather than delaying the application process by having to 
chase the client up. 
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PQ62 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Standard 4 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that Financial Advisers must ‘act for a client only 
with the client’s free, prior and informed consent’. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

Yasmine has breached Standard 4 by failing to … True False 

conduct a comprehensive risk profiling process for each client. 

disclose that she is undertaking her Professional Year. 

PQ63 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Standard 9 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that all advice given ‘to a client must be offered in 
good faith and with competence and be neither misleading nor deceptive’. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

Yasmine has breached Standard 9 of the Code by the manner in which 
she has … 

True False 

outlined the experience of the management team. 

prepared insurance recommendations. 
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PQ64 (1 mark) 

Standard 9 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that all advice given and all products a Financial 
Adviser recommends ‘to a client must be offered in good faith and with competence and be 
neither misleading nor deceptive’. 

Which of the following is the PRIMARY reason that Yasmine has breached Standard 9 when 
providing the article about the fee structure to existing and potential members? 

A. A newspaper article cannot be relied on as a source of information for fee information.
B. Yasmine must include specific fee information in the Statement of Advice rather than

discussing fees generally.
C. Yasmine is legally required to refer existing and potential members directly to the fund website

for fee information.
D. Existing and potential members are likely to make a decision to join or remain with the fund

based on the incorrect information provided by Yasmine.

PQ65 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Standard 12 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that Financial Advisers ‘individually and in 
cooperation with peers … uphold and promote the ethical standards of the profession and hold 
each other accountable for the protection of the public interest’. 

Based on the information provided, select True or False for each of the following statements. 

To ensure compliance with Standard 12, Tina should … True False 

review Yasmine’s advice and the procedures she followed. 

intervene and correct any errors or false claims made by Yasmine. 
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PQ66 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Standard 8 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that Financial Advisers ‘must ensure that … 
records of clients, including former clients, are kept in a form that is complete and accurate’. 

Yasmine has been offered a role in a financial planning practice and plans to accept it. Under the 
terms of her current employment arrangement, all client files remain the property of the AFSL of 
the superannuation fund. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

To ensure compliance with Standard 8, Yasmine should … True False 

review each client file, update all file notes, and ensure all records are 
accurate and complete. 

obtain permission from her clients to make an electronic copy of their 
files to take to her new employer. 
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Standalone Scenario Questions #5 

PQ67 (1 mark) 

In which of the following situations should a Financial Planner suspect money laundering? 

A. A friend at a BBQ wants some hot investment tips as they have ‘come into some money’.
B. A colleague asks for free financial advice for their elderly parents who have $50,000 to invest.
C. An existing client asks the Planner to invest $13,000 cash for a new boyfriend they met online.
D. A new client asks for financial advice on consolidating their various superannuation fund balance

totalling $11,502.

PQ68 (1 mark) 

To establish if they are providing personal advice to a retail client, the BEST question a Financial 
Planner should ask themselves is? 

A. ‘Am I only providing generic information?’
B. ‘Can the client get this information from the internet?’
C. ‘Would I want my colleague to overhear this information?’
D. ‘Am I applying the client’s personal situation to the information?’
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Client scenario – Dorothy 

Dorothy, 86, owns her home, valued at $540,000. She has $70,000 in a bank account and receives a 
full pension. Dorothy also has a small $20,000 total portfolio of shares in two blue-chip companies. 
She received both parcels of shares when the companies demutualised in the 1990s and has kept 
them because she likes the companies and they pay high dividends.   

Due to failing health, she is preparing to move into an aged-care facility. She wants to keep her 
home as an inheritance for her five children, as specified in her current Will. Dorothy has appointed 
her eldest daughter, Glenda, as both the executor of the estate and enduring power of attorney 
(EPOA). This covers legal and financial decisions only and was drafted so that it had legal effect 
immediately. Both the Will and EPOA have been in place for three years, and Dorothy had legal 
capacity to make the documents at that time. All relevant parties reside in the Australian state in 
which the documents were enacted. 

Glenda knows Raoul, a financial adviser with Soary Financial Planning, through the local golf club of 
which they are both members. Glenda has arranged an appointment for her mother to meet with 
Raoul to discuss the financial planning implications of moving into an aged-care facility.  

Glenda explains to Raoul that she will be happy to sign off on any advice even if Dorothy is unable 
to understand the recommendations. 

PQ69 (1 mark) 

Standard 1 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires that financial advisers ‘act in accordance with all 
applicable laws, including this Code, and not try to avoid or circumvent their intent’. 

Following the initial appointment, Raoul evaluates potential strategies for Dorothy. Raoul realises 
that he requires additional information about Dorothy’s Centrelink entitlements.  

Raoul can obtain this information while complying with Standard 1 of the Code by: 

A. asking Glenda to access the details from Centrelink and forward the information to him as soon
as possible.

B. calling Centrelink directly and using the personal details in Dorothy’s file notes to access the
information he needs.

C. obtaining access to operate Dorothy’s Centrelink account by asking Glenda to add him as one of
the authorised people.

D. calling Centrelink directly, explaining that he is Dorothy’s financial adviser and requires the
information to evaluate the best strategy for his client.
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PQ70 (1 mark) 

During the initial appointment, Raoul notices that even when he directly asks Dorothy a question, 
Glenda does all the talking.  

What is the main reason this behaviour should concern Raoul? 

A. Answering for Dorothy could indicate that Glenda is exerting undue influence over her mother.
B. Dorothy is responsible for providing all the relevant information and as such needs to answer

the questions directed at her.
C. Glenda is unlikely to be aware of all the relevant information that Raoul needs in order to provide 

advice to Dorothy, especially concerning her lifestyle preferences.
D. If Glenda answers all the questions, it is unlikely that Raoul can demonstrate he has met the safe

harbour provisions under the Corporations Act.

PQ71 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Standard 2 of the FASEA Code of Ethics states that advisers ‘must act with integrity and in the best 
interests of each of’ their clients. 

Select True or False for each statement. 

In order to comply with Standard 2, Raoul must True False 

acknowledge that he owes a duty of care to both Dorothy as his client and 
Glenda as her executor and power of attorney. 

ensure that his personal association with Glenda does not influence the advice 
he provides to Dorothy. 
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PQ72 

(2 marks) Standard 3 of the FASEA Code of Ethics states that advisers ‘must not advise, refer or act 
in any manner’ where they have a conflict of interest. 

What are TWO steps Raoul can take to ensure he does not breach Standard 3 as a result of the 
relationship with Glenda? 

PQ73 

(2 marks) Standard 4 of the FASEA Code of Ethics states: ‘You may act for a client only with the 
client’s free, prior and informed consent.’ 

What are TWO steps that Raoul should take to ensure he complies with Standard 4 when advising 
Dorothy? 
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PQ74 (1 mark) 

Standard 4 of the FASEA Code of Ethics states that financial advisers ‘may act for a client only with 
the client’s free, prior and informed consent’. 

Which of the following aspects of Dorothy’s personal situation is most relevant for Raoul to consider 
when complying with Standard 4 of the Code? 

A. Dorothy may feel pressured by Glenda to proceed with the advice.
B. There could be a conflict between Glenda’s best interests and Dorothy’s best interests.
C. Dorothy is unlikely to have the cognitive ability to understand the advice being provided.
D. Glenda has initiated the advice process and obtaining her agreement to any advice is essential

to proceed.

PQ75 (1 mark) 

Dorothy calls Raoul because she has heard that the share price of one of the companies she owns 
shares in has dropped sharply over the past week due to the resignation of the Managing Director. 
She is worried and wonders whether she should sell her shares before she loses all  
her money.  

Raoul believes that the shares are still a good investment. 

Which of the following statements is most likely to reassure Dorothy about her shareholdings? 

A. Past performance is no indication of future performance.
B. Selling shares after the price has dropped turns a paper loss into a real loss.
C. The dividends more than offset any change in the share price so it’s important to keep owning

them for the income.
D. Share prices can drop when there is bad news about a company, but it’s important to look at

the big picture instead of panicking and selling.
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PQ76 (1 mark) 

Glenda thinks that Dorothy should sell her shares because they are far too risky. She thinks that 
Dorothy would be better off putting the money into a term deposit.  

Which of the following statements would be most appropriate for Raoul to use in this situation? 

A. Every type of investment has some level of risk, even term deposits.
B. The shares are in blue-chip companies that have far less risk than most investments.
C. There is a high risk that Dorothy will outlive her capital if she puts all her money in the bank.
D. Putting money in a term deposit means that Dorothy will lose access to her savings and this

creates access risk.

PQ77 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

According to the FASEA Code of Ethics, a financial adviser must ‘act with integrity and in the best 
interests’ of each of their clients (Standard 2) and ensure that ‘records of clients, including former 
clients, are kept in a form that is complete and accurate’ (Standard 8). 

Following the initial interview, Raoul receives a phone call from Dorothy. She tells Raoul that she 
has just gifted $15,000 from the sale of her shares to her youngest son to help him buy a new car. 
Dorothy does not want Glenda to know about the gift and asks Raoul the best way she can hide the 
transaction. 

Consider the following statements regarding the implications of this phone call for Raoul and his 
compliance with the Standards in the Code of Ethics. 

Select True or False for each statement. 

Statement True False 

Raoul has a duty to notify Glenda of the transaction. 

Raoul should record all details of the phone conversation in Dorothy’s file notes. 
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PQ78 (1 mark) 

Raoul receives a phone call from one of Dorothy’s other daughters, Hilda, who explains that she is 
also an executor of her mother’s estate. She states that she has just ended a phone call with Dorothy 
and is concerned about the sale of her shares. Hilda expresses her belief that Glenda is experiencing 
financial difficulty and asks about who authorised the sale of Dorothy’s shares and how the proceeds 
from the sale were used.  

Which of the following actions should Raoul initially take to manage this situation while complying 
with the best interests duty and privacy laws? 

A. Inform Glenda of Hilda’s concerns and ask whether the allegations of financial difficulty are true.
B. Ask Hilda to provide written evidence that she is the executor prior to revealing details about

Dorothy’s financial situation.
C. Take notes of Hilda’s concerns and seek advice from the business compliance team about how

to progress the matter.
D. Assure Hilda that the share sale proceeds were not misappropriated by Glenda but were instead

used to purchase a vehicle for Dorothy’s youngest son.
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Standalone Scenario Questions #6 

PQ79 (1 mark) 

Mel is a risk Adviser who mainly works with clients to help them with their insurance needs. Mel is 
a strong believer that clients should have the appropriate level of insurance to meet their needs 
and focuses on ensuring the clients get adequate insurance level. For some of the clients who have 
limited cash flow, she recommends for the insurance to be held inside superannuation. 

Given Mel’s advice preferences, she would be MOST at risk of breaching 

A. Standard 4 of the FASEA Code of Ethics – to act only with the client’s free, prior and informed
consent.

B. Standard 6 of the FASEA Code of Ethics – to take on the broader effects from the clients acting
on the advice.

C. Standard 8 of the FASEA Code of Ethics – all records of clients and former clients are kept in a
form that is complete and accurate.

D. none of the standards of the FASEA Code of Ethics.

PQ80 (1 mark) 

Consumers are more likely to perceive ‘personal advice’ as advice that 

A. has no upfront fees.
B. is from mass media (e.g. TV, radio).
C. is from a sales or marketing recommendation.
D. is from a face-to-face appointment.
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PQ81 (1 mark) 

An Adviser is transferring all his paper-based client files to an electronic filing system. The 
Adviser’s assistant scans and saves the documents into matching numbered folders on the 
Adviser’s home computer. The paper client files are then immediately shredded. 

The Adviser has breached which of the following Standards of the FASEA Code of Ethics? 

A. Standard 8 – to keep all records of clients and former clients in a form that is complete and
accurate.

B. Standard 9 – to ensure all advice and products recommended to a client are offered in good
faith, with competence and are neither misleading or deceptive.

C. Standard 10 – to develop, maintain and apply a high level of relevant knowledge and skills.
D. Standard 11 – to cooperate with ASIC and monitoring bodies in any investigation of a breach or

potential breach of the Code.

PQ82 (1 mark) 

Marko, an Adviser, receives a letter from another Adviser saying that a client of Marko’s will now 
be seeing her for advice. The new Adviser asks if she can obtain a copy of the client’s files. Marko 
does not respond to this letter. The new Adviser phoned and left several messages with Marko’s 
receptionist, which Marko hasn’t returned. 

Marko is breaching the FASEA Code of Ethics because he is 

A. failing to support a fellow professional or extending professional courtesy.
B. failing to demonstrate relevant knowledge and skills.
C. demonstrating a conflict in his interests or duties.
D. avoiding his record-keeping obligations.
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Client scenario – Clara 

Carla is a Financial Adviser meeting with Jim, a client of 20 years, aged 60 who was widowed ten 
years ago. Jim has a home with no debt, a superannuation fund balance of $800,000, cash reserves 
of $10,000 and $60,000 in a term deposit. Jim does not plan on retiring until age 65 and earns an 
annual gross salary of $145,000. Jim’s children are all busy with their own lives. 
Jim called last week to make the appointment with Carla and sounded excited to be accompanied 
by, and introduce Carla to, his de facto Raquel, aged 32. Carla discovers during the call that Raquel 
moved into Jim’s house two months ago, after six months of dating. 
Since Raquel moved in with Jim, his relationship with his children has become strained. None of 
them wish to speak to Raquel and want Jim to end the relationship. Jim is upset because he has 
always had a good relationship with his children. Carla is also Adviser to Jim’s children and their 
respective partners. Carla’s interactions with them in the last few years lead her to believe they 
are decent people. 
Carla notes that Raquel is charming and talkative but goes quiet when Jim explains that she has 
been unlucky in business. Carla concludes from Raquel’s failed business ventures that she doesn’t 
like to hold down a regular job, jumping from one business venture to the next. Raquel’s latest 
venture is an idea for a mobile app and she wants Jim to invest $60,000 from his term deposit. Jim 
explains to Carla that he wants to lend Raquel the money but wants to be sure that it would not 
impact his retirement goals if Raquel could not repay the money. Raquel looks offended. 
Carla knows that if she does end up recommending Jim contribute the $60,000 into 
superannuation, Jim would do so. However, this would mean that the money would be preserved 
and therefore inaccessible until Jim turned 65 years old. Jim started salary sacrificing into 
superannuation five years ago when Carla prepared an updated Statement of Advice to help Jim to 
reach his retirement goals. 

PQ83 (1 mark) 

At the meeting with Raquel and Jim, the FIRST thing Carla should have done is 

A. determine if Raquel is at the meeting because she wants advice.
B. provide Raquel and Jim with the current version of the Financial Services Guide.
C. confirm Raquel has seen a copy of the Financial Services Guide that Carla provided to Jim

previously.
D. create a new client file for Raquel and Jim.

PQ84 (1 mark) 
If Carla recommends Jim contribute the $60,000 to superannuation, then she MUST advise Jim 

A. and Raquel that there is no access to the money for five years.
B. that Raquel is likely to leave him and could make a claim on the contribution.
C. that this meets his estate planning objectives of preserving wealth for his children.
D. that he will only be able to access his superannuation on meeting a condition of release.
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PQ85 (1 mark) 

Carla being Financial Adviser to Jim’s children and their respective partners has the potential to 
lead to a breach in 

A. the Best Interest Duty under the Corporations Act 2001.
B. the FASEA Code of Ethics’ Standard 3 Conflict of Interest.
C. misleading and deceptive conduct under the Australian Securities and Investments

Commission Act 2001.
D. the use and disclosure of personal information under the Privacy Act 1988.

PQ86 

(2 mark) Explain TWO safe harbour steps that Carla is likely to breach if she recommends Jim lend 
the money to Raquel. 

PQ87 

(2 mark) Provide TWO examples of Jim’s personal circumstances that Carla should consider to 
ensure she provides appropriate advice. 
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Client scenario – Michael Hobby Farm 

Michael met with a Financial Adviser to seek advice on whether he should sell some of his 
investment portfolio and use the proceeds to purchase a hobby farm in a country town. 

While Michael is only in his late 40s, he already has a secure financial position. He has a salary of 
$250,000. He owns a home in one of Australia’s capital cities and has paid off his mortgage in full. 
In addition, he has more than $750,000 in superannuation. He also holds more than $1.5 million in 
a professionally managed ‘balanced’ investment portfolio that is diversified across major asset 
classes, including Australian shares, international shares, fixed income and listed property trusts. 
The investment is held via an Exchange Traded Fund that is listed on the Australian Securities 
Exchange (ASX) and is managed by one of the leading international fund managers. 

Michael has identified a small country town that he’d like to live in during retirement, where he 
plans to play golf three times per week and manage the small hobby farm. During the Adviser’s 
conversation with Michael, it emerged that while Michael believes he would enjoy managing a 
hobby farm, he has no experience with farming. 

PQ88 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

An advantage of Michael being able to clearly articulate his retirement 
objectives is that … 

True False 

Michael is likely to be more motivated to save for retirement, compared 
with if he had no clear objectives. 

the Adviser can recommend investments that align with the objectives 
that Michael articulates, without having to explore why Michael has 
those objectives. 
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PQ89 (1 mark) 

Recommending that Michael purchases a property in the country town as soon as possible should 
MOST help him achieve his goals because it reduces the risk that 

A. Michael loses his job prior to reaching retirement.
B. property prices in the town fall prior to Michael’s retirement.
C. no suitable property is available in the town for Michael to purchase as he nears retirement.
D. Michael is unable to sell his investment portfolio when he wants to purchase a property in the

future.

PQ90 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

If the Adviser recommends that Michael purchases a property in the 
country town as soon as possible, this could INCREASE the risk profile 
of Michael’s investments by REDUCING the … 

True False 

liquidity of Michael’s investments. 

diversification of Michael’s investments. 

PQ91 (1 mark) 

Whether buying a property in the country town either INCREASES or DECREASES Michael’s 
chances of achieving his retirement goals is MOST dependent on 

A. Michael’s risk tolerance.
B. the short-term outlook for mortgage interest rates.
C. Michael’s preferences for investing in different asset classes.
D. the likelihood of Michael’s retirement plans changing materially.
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PQ92 (1 mark) 

The Adviser should be MOST concerned by Michael’s lack of farming experience because 

A. Michael should not expect to learn new skills in retirement.
B. Michael will not be able to rely on the farm for his retirement income.
C. it suggests that Michael might be lying about his retirement objectives.
D. it suggests an increased risk that Michael’s retirement plans might change significantly.

PQ93 (1 mark) 

The Adviser asks Michael what he would do if he was unable to manage a hobby farm because of 
any future health problems. 

Which of the following responses provided by Michael would give the Adviser the STRONGEST 
basis to recommend he purchases a property in the country town? 

A. ‘Even if I had a serious health problem, I’d still be OK to manage a farm.’
B. ‘I don’t expect to have any health problems, as I’ve always been fit and healthy.’
C. ‘I’d still want to live in the town – I’ve always liked the quiet country atmosphere.’
D. ‘I know that property prices in that town will rise, so I will be able to sell my hobby farm to

someone else for a profit.’

PQ94 (1 mark) 

If the Adviser believes that Michael is not properly considering the risks of purchasing a hobby 
farm, it would be best for the Adviser to recommend that Michael 

A. stays on a hobby farm to try it out before making a purchase.
B. tries to forget about the hobby farm, and focus instead on golf.
C. purchases a hobby farm with a friend, so they could share the costs.
D. buys shares in some agricultural companies, so he gets used to owning agricultural

investments.
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Standalone Scenario Questions #7 

PQ95 (1 mark) 

The risk that a client will spend carelessly is HIGHEST for money kept in a 

A. transaction account.
B. direct share portfolio.
C. managed investment.
D. high-interest savings account.
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Client scenario – Panic Super Cash 

A Financial Adviser, Reginald, receives a telephone call from a relatively new client, Hamish. 

Hamish says, ‘The share market will never recover from this global downturn. It’s a disaster! I want 
to change the asset allocation in my super to 100% cash, and I want to do it today! I want my wife, 
Lucy, to move her super into cash as well.’ 

Hamish and Lucy are both 52 and have a combined superannuation balance of $400,000. 

Reginald advises Hamish to not panic, highlights the long-term nature of superannuation 
investments, and discusses the risks of placing all their monies into cash at this turbulent time. 

Reginald makes an appointment the following day to meet with both Hamish and Lucy, telling 
Hamish ‘Don’t panic or do anything today – let’s have a look at how to manage this tomorrow.’ 

The next day at the meeting, Hamish states, ‘I contacted the super fund yesterday, and changed 
my asset allocation to 100% cash. Lucy also transferred hers to 100% cash. But now I realise I 
might have panicked and done the wrong thing. What can I do?’ 

PQ96 (1 mark) 

What action should Reginald have taken after the phone call to BEST uphold the Value of Diligence 
in the FASEA Code of Ethics to ‘perform all professional engagements with due care and skill’? 

A. Call Lucy and schedule a meeting with her for the next day.
B. Email Hamish and assure him that the share market will pick up again quickly.
C. Email Lucy and inform her of the phone call, requesting that she ‘talk some sense to her

husband’.
D. Contact Lucy and confirm that she is aware of both the conversation and the upcoming

meeting.
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PQ97 (1 mark) 

Upholding the Value of Competence in the FASEA Code of Ethics requires a Financial Adviser to 
‘have regard to the knowledge, skills and experience necessary’ to perform their ‘professional 
obligations’ to clients. 

During the phone call with Hamish, Reginald BEST upheld the FASEA Code of Ethics Value of 
Competence by 

A. identifying that Hamish’s short-term reaction to risk may be in conflict with his long-term
needs and priorities.

B. taking Hamish’s concerns seriously instead of dismissing them as momentary panic.
C. assuming that Hamish will listen to this warning and not take any action.
D. assessing how much Hamish’s portfolio will decline in value.

PQ98 (1 mark) 

What should be Reginald’s NEXT step at their final meeting to act in the best interests of Hamish 
and Lucy? 

A. Tell Hamish he made a mistake and there is no way to fix the situation.
B. Call the super fund’s investment team and instruct them to revert back from 100% cash to

their previous allocations.
C. Inform Hamish that he will make a file note of yesterday’s phone call and Hamish’s subsequent

action to change the asset allocation.
D. Confirm with Hamish and Lucy how they want to proceed in relation to their asset allocations

and to revisit their risk portfolios.

PQ99 (1 mark) 

Upholding the Value of Fairness in the FASEA Code of Ethics requires a Financial Adviser to ‘bring 
professional objectivity to the task of engaging with clients professionally’ and when 
‘recommending financial products and professional services’. 

Which of the following questions asked by Reginald at their final meeting BEST demonstrates the 
FASEA Code of Ethics Value of Fairness? 

A. ‘Mistakes happen. How can we move forward and fix this situation?’
B. ‘How does your mistake reflect on your personal reputation?’
C. ‘Surely, you must have considered the small returns on cash?’
D. ‘What documentation can you show me proving these transactions occurred?’
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PQ100 (1 mark) 

Upholding the Value of Fairness in the FASEA Code of Ethics requires an Adviser to bring 
‘professional objectivity to the task of engaging with clients professionally, and when 
recommending financial products and professional services’. It requires Advisers to ‘properly 
investigate, evaluate and diagnose a client’s need for professional services, and to self-reflect on 
the limits of’ their professional competency. 

After the meeting with Hamish and Lucy, Reginald reflects on his actions in this scenario as a 
professional Financial Adviser. 

Which of the following questions asked by Reginald to himself BEST demonstrates the FASEA Code 
of Ethics Value of Fairness?  

A. ‘How will this scenario look to my colleagues?’
B. ‘What could I have done better to avoid this situation?’
C. ‘Have I acted in good faith during our meetings?’
D. ‘How can we fix this with limited damage to the client’s and my reputation?’
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Client scenario – Joshua 

A Financial Adviser receives a call from Joshua, who has been referred to him by one of his long-
standing clients. Joshua explains to the Adviser that the football season is about to commence and 
he will be playing football in three days’ time. He has been meaning to come and see the Adviser 
but hasn’t had any time as he has been juggling running his own small business and being a single 
father of two children. He has a small amount of death and Total and Permanent Disability (TPD) 
cover inside his super fund and wants to set up some trauma cover before the football game, 
which he wants done immediately. 

The Adviser explains that he will need to provide his recommendations in a Statement of Advice 
(SOA) which will take a few weeks but Joshua responds, ‘That’s not good enough, I just need the 
trauma cover set up for now so I can play footy on weekend, can it be done or not?’. The Adviser 
explains this can be done as Time Critical Advice and promises to call him back with a 
recommendation the next day. 

PQ101 (1 mark) 

Which of the following factors would make it permissible for the Adviser to provide a 
recommendation to Joshua before giving him an SOA? 

A. Joshua is a friend of a long-standing client.
B. The Adviser seeks approval from the Compliance Manager.
C. Joshua has instructed the Adviser to provide the financial service immediately.
D. Joshua signs a disclaimer consenting to the risks of not receiving an SOA.

PQ102 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

The Adviser is able to provide Joshua with a verbal recommendation before 
giving him an SOA because … 

 True  False 

it is not reasonably practical to provide Joshua with an SOA before the financial 
service is provided. 

Joshua has been referred to him by a long-standing client. 
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PQ103 (1 mark) 

For a time critical advice to apply, it must be at 

A. the Adviser’s direction.
B. Joshua’s direction.
C. both Joshua’s and the Adviser’s direction.
D. the direction of the Compliance Manager.

PQ104 (1 mark) 

The following day, the Adviser calls Joshua and provides him with a recommendation for an 
income protection policy. 

The Adviser must issue an SOA to Joshua as soon as practicable after the financial advice has been 
provided and, at the latest, within 

A. three business days of providing the service.
B. five business days of providing the service.
C. seven business days of providing the service.
D. ten business days of providing the service.

PQ105 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

While holding Joshua’s insurances inside super may assist with Joshua’s cash 
flow, the Adviser must… 

True False 

provide warnings regarding the possible erosion of his super balance. 

explain the disadvantages, such as possible delays in the event of a claim. 
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PQ106 

(2 marks) Explain TWO disclosures the Adviser must give Joshua verbally if time critical advice is 
provided before an SOA is given. 

PQ107 

(2 marks) Standard 6 of the FASEA Code of Ethics requires Financial Advisers to take into account 
the broader effects of the client acting on their advice. 

Six months after the advice is implemented, Joshua makes time to come and see the Adviser for 
additional advice. He would like to review his superannuation fund and top up his insurance inside 
super if he needs to. 

List TWO things the Adviser should consider when providing the additional advice to Joshua in 
order to satisfy Standard 6. 
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Client scenario – SMSF Rollover 

A client, aged 58, wants to see whether he is on track for a comfortable retirement at age 60. The 
client has provided the following information to his new Adviser: 

• Retail super balance of $150,000 invested into a Balanced option.
• Other investments totalling $300,000.
• Happy with the current super fund and the investment options provided.
• A simple approach to investing.
• Reviewed insurance needs recently and is happy with the current cover.

Two weeks later, the Adviser presents a Statement of Advice (SOA) making the following 
recommendations: 

• Roll-over the retail super fund to a self-managed super fund (SMSF).
• The portfolio includes managed funds and direct shares.
• The funds will be invested into a non super wrap account inside the SMSF.

Below is a basic comparison between the two funds. 

Current Proposed 

Investment Retail Fund Self-Managed Super Fund (SMSF) 

Investment Options 
11 managed funds 

Cash 

Non Super Wrap Account 

300 managed funds 

Direct Shares / Exchange Traded Funds 

Term Deposits 

SMSF 

Limited only by SMSF law – includes Direct Property 

Total Fees p.a. $550 $3,080* 

*This includes the administration costs associated with the SMSF.

The Adviser provides the following basis for recommending the SMSF:

• Investment options only limited by superannuation law – when compared to the retail
fund, the SMSF can also invest into shares, direct property, Index Funds and Exchange
Traded Funds.
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The Adviser also makes the following statement in the Disclosure section of the SOA: ‘I am the 
Administrator of the SMSF.’ 

PQ108 (1 mark) 

What is the subject matter of advice that was sought by the client? 

A. a retirement income analysis
B. rollover of the retail super fund to an SMSF
C. commencement of an SMSF and consideration of an SMSF administrator
D. making the Adviser an authority to receive information on behalf of the client

PQ109 (1 mark) 

From the information provided, which of the following is MOST likely to be a client goal? 

A. ‘To review my current personal insurances.’
B. ‘To review my current superannuation fund.’
C. ‘To invest funds into cash due to my simple approach to investing.’
D. ‘To determine whether I have sufficient capital to generate $40,000 p.a. in retirement.’
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PQ110 (1 mark) 

Standard 5 of the FASEA Code of Ethics states that Advisers must ‘be satisfied that the client 
understands’ the ‘advice, and the benefits, costs and risks of the financial products’ that are 
recommended, and ‘must have reasonable grounds to be satisfied’. 

To satisfy Standard 5, the Adviser must 

A. make sure the client understands the Adviser has maintained technical competency when
providing SMSF advice.

B. make sure the client understands the duties associated with being a trustee of an SMSF and
the risks associated with non-compliance.

C. describe how the recommended SMSF would suit the client in retirement.
D. explain to the client that the recommended SMSF is intended as an investment structure for

the longer term.

PQ111 (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Standard 2 of the FASEA Code of Ethics demands that Advisers ‘must act with integrity and in the 
best interests’ of their clients. 

Select True or False for each of the following statements. 

The Adviser has breached Standard 2 by … True False 

recommending a sophisticated investment portfolio for a client who 
wants a simple approach to investing. 

becoming the administrator of the SMSF. 
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PQ112 (2 marks) 

Provide TWO reasons why the Adviser’s recommendation to rollover is INAPPROPRIATE advice for 
this client. 

PQ113 (2 marks) 

Describe TWO ways the Adviser could ensure the payment of the administration service that he 
owns avoids a conflict of interest. 
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Appendix – Practice Question Answers 
Please note, the sample answers for the written response questions are a guide and 
are not necessarily comprehensive, i.e. there may be other correct answers.  

Practice Question Answers – Standalone Scenario #1 
PQ1 Option A (correct) 1 mark – If the super fund holds the majority of its assets in index 

tracking funds, a passive investment management style, this is quite the opposite of 
the active style that it has promoted itself to its members. 

Option B is incorrect; If the super fund provides qualitative analysis of underlying 
funds this is in keeping with it promoted style of investing 

Option C is incorrect; If the fund provides opportunities to pick specific assets this is in 
keeping with it promoted style of investing 

Option D is incorrect; If the super fund holds the majority of its assets in diversified 
investments, with limited exposure to hedge funds, this is in keeping with it promoted 
style of investing 

Practice Question Answers – Julie Flags Loans 

PQ2 Option A (correct) 1 mark – John must NOW provide Julie with the PDS as at this 
time he has recommended the product. 

Option B is incorrect; It is too late to be providing the client with a FSG now 

Option C is incorrect; As the client has already received written advice (SOA) 

Option D is incorrect; It is too late to be providing the client with a limited SOA now 

PQ3 Option C (correct) 1 mark – Alexia as an accountant can only establish the SMSF  structure 
and would need to be licenced/authorised representative to provide financial product 
advice. 

Option A is incorrect; Alexia is an accountant and not licenced/authorised 
representative to provide financial product advice such as consolidating super. 

Option B is incorrect; Alexia is an accountant and not licenced/authorised 
representative to provide financial product advice such as consolidating super. 

Option D is incorrect; Alexia is an accountant and not licenced/authorised 
representative to provide financial product advice relating to the SMSF. 
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PQ4 Option A (correct) 1 mark – John has an obligation to report his suspicions to AUSTRAC. 
Documentation with inconsistent details such as a different name is a red flag. 

Option B is incorrect; In this case John as the adviser and not the product issuer has an 
obligation to report his suspicions to AUSTRAC. Documentation with inconsistent 
details such as a different name is a red flag. 

Option C is incorrect; John has an obligation to report his suspicions to AUSTRAC. 
Documentation with inconsistent details such as a different name is a red flag. 

Option D is incorrect; John has an obligation to report his suspicions to AUSTRAC, not 
the product issuer. 

PQ5 False; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: John can use the restricted term ‘independent’ if he rebates 
the commissions. However, cannot have other conflicts or receive benefits. 

Statement 2 – FALSE: John cannot use the restricted term ‘independent’ if he (or any other 
Adviser of the Licensee) accepts volume-based payments. 

PQ6 False; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: John has not provided advice in direct property 

Statement 2 – TRUE: John has provided advice in managed investments. 

Practice Question Answers – Standalone Scenarios #2 

PQ7 Option B (correct) 1 mark – Personal advice is financial product advice where an Adviser has 
considered the client’s objectives, financial situation and needs (RG175.26). In this case, the 
Adviser has considered the client’s objectives (the desire to reduce the risk of losing 
employment income), financial situation (existing superannuation fund, current features of 
insurance cover) and needs (an additional product). 

Option A is incorrect. Financial product advice generally involves an evaluation, assessment 
or comparison of the features of financial products. Factual information is objectively 
ascertainable information, the truth or accuracy of which cannot reasonably be questioned 
(RG244.24). In this case, the statement is clearly not factual information. 

Option C is incorrect. General advice is financial product advice where an Adviser has 
explicitly not considered the client’s objectives, financial situation and needs and has made 
that clear to the client (RG244.38). In this case, the statement is clearly not general advice. 
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Option D is incorrect. The term ‘specific advice’ is not used in Regulatory Guides 175 or 244, 
which compare the different types of advice. The statement is not true. 

PQ8  False; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

A Record of Advice (ROA) is a short ‘document’ that Advisers can use as an alternative to 
developing a full Statement of Advice (SOA). Conditions apply to preparing an ROA. These 
include: 

• An SOA must have previously been provided to the client (RG175.170).
• The client’s financial circumstances (that is, their objectives, financial situation and 

needs) have not materially changed since the SOA was provided (RG175.172).
• The basis of the further advice is not significantly different to the basis of the

previous advice (RG175.170).

In addition, the ROA: 
• must refer to the previously provided SOA (RG175.171).
• can be in any suitable format (for example, on paper, electronically or as a

recording of a conversation) (RG175.172).
• must be retained by the Adviser for 7 years and must be provided to the client on

request (RG175.171).

Statement 1 – FALSE: In this case, a new SOA is not required because the basis of advice is 
not significantly different to that in the SOA provided 5 months earlier. It is not relevant 
whether Lisa initiated the switch or the Adviser provided the advice for her to switch. 

Statement 2 – TRUE: In this case, the statement meets the requirements of an ROA. It 
correctly incorporates a reference to the previous SOA. The tape recording of Lisa 
acknowledging and agreeing to the switch is sufficient evidence of the transaction. 

PQ9 Sample response: 2 marks 

A ‘deal’ sounds like money or other benefits are changing hands. The Corporations Act (s947) 
requires advisers to disclose all payments or benefits that may influence their advice and the 
previous adviser (and the fund manager) may be in breach. The previous adviser may also 
have had a conflict of interest which would be a breach of the code of ethics. In addition, 
Sect964A of Corps Act deals with Conflict of interest issues if volume based benefits. 

Failure to act would be in breach of standard 12 (professionalism) of the code of ethics. She 
can’t go public about her concerns until she has more information and reported the 
situation to the licensee. All this will take time and may make her unpopular with other 
advisers. 

Sample response: 1 mark (just a suspicion) 

There is a big problem if the previous adviser has been accepting commissions from the fund 
manager and not disclosing them in the SOA. This is breaching the Corporations Act and the 
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FASEA code of ethics. She should report what she has found to her Licensee or Compliance 
Manager. 

Sample response: 1 mark (just a dilemma) 

The fund manager and previous adviser may have been acting in breach of the law. The 
adviser cannot ignore what she now knows as that would be the same as saying it is OK. She 
needs to make more enquiries to make sure her suspicions are true. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

The past adviser has not completed a risk profile for each client. They have simply 
recommended a product. 

The dilemma is the potential that the client’s investment in the product is not in line with 
their risk profile (attitude towards investing). 

PQ10 Sample response: 2 marks 

Firstly, report to her Manager/Licensee that the advice that she has uncovered has major 
issues as it is has been given to many clients and has not been tailored to specific objectives 
of clients. It is likely to be a significant breach if there is a large number of cases and must be 
investigated thoroughly. For these types of breaches consideration of Sec 912A and 912B of 
the Corporation Act as far as disclosure of the breach. 

The second action would be to prepare a written report to ASIC within 10 days outlining the 
concern and that this is being investigated. The investigation internally can be done in 
parallel with ASIC being aware of the potential breach. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

1) Report the incident to the licensee.

2) Meet with each client and re-start the fact find process to determine the client's goals,
needs & objectives and provide a new Statement of Advice recommending investments
suitable to the client.

Sample response: 0 marks 

1. Adviser should consider and recommend products that are appropriate for the clients
based on the client's goals and objectives.

2. If the same product is appropriate for the client, she should (FASEA code of ethics std 7)
inform the client of the additional bonus or commission she would receive.
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PQ11  Option C (correct) 1 mark – Ongoing service arrangement will cease if client fails to 
continue to opt-in to arrangement by signing and returning the renewal notice. 

Option A is incorrect. Ongoing service arrangement will cease unless the client opts-in by 
signing and returning the renewal notice. 

Option B is incorrect. The adviser is required to send a Fee Disclosure statement inclusive 
of a renewal notice every 12 months. 

Option D is incorrect. If the renewal period has expired the ongoing service arrangement 
needs to be re-negotiated 

Practice Question Answers – Maryanne, Pete and Sue 

PQ12 Option C (correct) 1 mark – Provide the advice verbally and then follow up with a written 
advice document within five business days - see Corporations Act 2001 – S 946C. 

Option A is incorrect. This is a time critical situation (end of financial year) and the Corps Act 
allows for written advice documentation to be provided within 5 business days. 

Option B is incorrect. Confirmation of the advice does not need to be on the same day, nor 
should it be provided via a written file note. 

Option D is incorrect. S946C of Corps Act requires an SOA/ROA to be provided within 5 
business days. 

PQ13 True; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: In this example Maryanne disclosed the information for the primary 
purpose of acting on the clients’ instruction (APP6). Under APP6 a Financial Adviser may use 
or disclose personal information for a ‘particular purpose for which it was collected’ (known 
as the primary purpose). 

Statement 2 – FALSE: as breaches of client confidentiality are governed by the Privacy Act 
(not Corps Act) and the penalties imposed are financial. 

PQ14  Option A (correct) 1 mark – Peter and Sue must be provided with an FSG by Maryanne and 
the stockbroking firm explaining the services that can be offered.  A prospectus for 
Leafgarden must also be provided as it provides information relating to the IPO. Corps Act 
(Pt 7.7A) covers the disclosure documents that must be provided to a retail client. 
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Option B is incorrect. Peter and Sue have asked to invest $50,000 in the IPO and must be 
provided with the Leafgarden prospectus. 

Option C is incorrect. Peter and Sue have asked to invest $50,000 in the IPO and must be 
provided with the Leafgarden prospectus and an SOA. 

Option D is incorrect. The Leafgarden prospectus (as IPO) must be provided, not a Product 
Disclosure Statement (PDS).

PQ15  Option A (correct) 1 mark – s962 Corporations Act: Peter and Sue must ‘opt-in’ and be 
provided with a Fee Disclosure Statement every year so that they can confirm and agree to 
the ongoing fee arrangement. 

Option B is incorrect. Three years is incorrect under S962 of Corporations Act. 

Option C is incorrect. The Fee Disclosure Statement needs to be sent observing the 
anniversary date of the initial arrangement, it is not specific to when initial advice was 
provided, although that is common. 

Option D is incorrect. A Fee Disclosure Statement must be provided initially and then 
renewed every year as Peter and Sue have an ongoing fee arrangement – not semi-annually. 

PQ16  False; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: S962H of the Corporations Act provides that an FDS must provide 
details about the amount of ongoing fees paid, information about the services the customer 
was entitled to receive under their arrangement, and information about the services they 
actually received. 

Statement 2 – TRUE: S962H of the Corporations Act provides that an FDS must provide 
details about the amount of ongoing fees paid, information about the services the customer 
was entitled to receive under their arrangement, and information about the services they 
actually received. 

PQ17 Option C (correct) 1 mark – Standard 8 deals with client files and ASIC imposes obligations 
on licensees regarding their record keeping obligations in relation to personal advice 
provided to retail clients (Class Order CO14/923).  Kilverlight is required to retain a copy of 
Maryanne’s client files, 7 years after the day the personal advice was provided to the client.. 

Option A is incorrect. The obligation for record keeping is with Kilverlight as the licensee not 
Maryanne. 

Option B is incorrect. Kilverlight is required to retain all of Maryanne’s client files, from the 
last date of contact with the client – not when Maryanne exits the practice. 
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Option D is incorrect. Kilverlight is required to retain all of Maryanne’s client files, not the 
client. 

Practice Question Answers – Kate and Don 

PQ18 Option B (correct) 1 mark – Don first breached Standard 2 when he recommended a 
fund that was not in Kate’s best interest and was not honest in his affiliation. 

Option A is incorrect; Don did not breach Standard 2 by noting Kate’s wishes to invest in a 
low fee fund 

Option C is incorrect; Don did not first breach Standard 2 when he failed to declare his 
affiliation, it was that the higher-fees that were not in the client’s best interest 

Option D is incorrect; Don did not breach Standard 2 by noting Kate’s wishes to invest in an 
ethical fund 

PQ19 Option A (correct) 1 mark – Don first breached Standard 3 as his affiliation with the 
recommended fund took priority over meeting Kate’s objective of a low-fee ethical 
fund. 

Option B is incorrect; Don did not breach Standard 3 by noting Kate’s wishes to invest in a 
low fee fund 

Option C is incorrect; Don did breach Standard 3 but not in the first instance by 
recommending a fund that was not commensurate ethical-based investing. 

Option D is incorrect; Don did not breach Standard 3 by noting Kate’s wishes to invest in an 
ethical fund 

PQ20 Option B (correct) 1 mark – Don first breached Standard 5 by recommending a fund 
that was not appropriate for Kate’s circumstances, ie objectives 

Option A is incorrect; Don did not breach Standard 5 by noting Kate’s wishes to invest in a 
low fee fund 

Option C is incorrect; Don did not first breach Standard 5 by failing to disclose his 
affiliation with the recommended fund. 

Option D is incorrect; Don did not breach Standard 5 by noting Kate’s wishes to invest in an 
ethical fund. 

PQ21 Option D (correct) 1 mark – Don should have informed Kate about operating as a 
subsidiary of Trustus when he recommended that product. 
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Option A is incorrect; It is too late after implementation for Don to inform Kate about 
operating as a subsidiary of Trustus. 

Option B is incorrect; It is too early for Don to inform Kate about operating as a subsidiary 
of Trustus before a product is recommended. 

Option C is incorrect; It is too early for Don to inform Kate about operating as a subsidiary of 
Trustus before a product is recommended. 

Practice Question Answers – Centrelink Fraud 

PQ22 Note – the questions asked about concerns – not actions. 

Sample response: 2 marks 

The additional information from the granddaughter is not factual yet, it needs to be confirmed 
with the grandfather.  But it does raise concerns because the Adviser was not aware of the three 
investment properties allegedly owned by the grandfather. 

The first concern is that the Adviser knows these assets have not been disclosed to Centrelink for 
the assessment of the age pension. If the grandfather has withheld this  information, he will have 
committed welfare fraud. It is likely the grandfather would only be entitled to a lower pension or 
no age pension at all. The grandfather would have to pay back any overpaid pension. 

The second concern for the Adviser is how he approaches the grandfather to corroborate 
the information gained from the granddaughter.  He cannot disclose what the granddaughter said 
as that would breach the Privacy Act. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

The Adviser has an ethical dilemma.  He knows the grandfather has probably committed 
welfare fraud by not disclosing these assets to Centrelink.  He cannot do nothing because 
then he would breach standard 2 of the code of ethics.  He must get to the bottom of the 
matter by confronting the grandfather and finding out the truth.  Do these properties really 
exist or did the granddaughter misunderstand?  

If the granddaughter is expecting an inheritance it would be wise for the Adviser to discuss 
estate planning with the grandfather. Does he have other family members who would be 
aggrieved if these properties passed to the granddaughter?  By addressing this issue, the 
Adviser will comply with standard 6 – considering the long-term interests of the client. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

The Adviser should talk to his compliance team to find out what to do.  Report the client to 
Centrelink.  Warn the client about overpaid age pension. Decline to provide further advice.  
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PQ23 Sample response: 2 marks 

The Adviser’s first action must be to find out more from the granddaughter about these 
investment properties.  When did the grandfather tell her about them?  Where are they  located? 
Are you sure it was not your other grandfather who has the investment properties? 

The second action must be to meet again with the grandfather to discuss the consequences of 
withholding information from the Adviser and not making full disclosure to Centrelink. The Adviser 
cannot use the information gained from the granddaughter but can discuss disclosure in a general 
sense.  For instance, if the client provides incomplete or inaccurate information, then advice 
provided may be inappropriate. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

The Adviser should complete a new fact find with the grandfather and use the process as a 
way to stress the need to provide complete information – otherwise the advice provided 
could be inappropriate.  In the fact find discussion, the Adviser can ask specific questions 
about the grandfather’s interests in other assets such as investment properties. 

The Adviser should review the asset allocation of the Account Based Pension to assess whether it 
should be changed to reflect the impact of the direct property assets. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

The Adviser should talk to the grandfather to assess whether he is being pressured by the 
granddaughter to alter his estate plans.  Does he have the mental capacity to understand 
the consequences of his financial decisions? Elder abuse is a common issue in today’s society, 
and this could apply in this example. Standard 6 of the code of ethics requires advisers to 
consider the client broader, long-term interests. 

Practice Question Answers – Standalone Scenarios #3 

PQ24 False; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: The incident was a breach of the Privacy Act as the client’s information 
was not stored securely when not in use 

Statement 2 – FALSE: The incident was a breach of the Privacy Act as the client’s information 
was not stored securely when not in use, there is no buffer of time where information has 
been exposed. 

PQ25 Option D (correct) 1 mark – A Statement of Advice is required when providing personal 
advice to retail clients. 

Option A is incorrect; A Statement of Advice is NOT required when providing personal 
advice for a wholesale client. 
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Option B is incorrect; A Statement of Advice is NOT required when providing general 
advice. 

Option C is incorrect; A Statement of Advice is NOT required when providing all financial product 
advice as this is sometimes general advice. 

Practice Question Answers – Human Capital Questions 

PQ26  Option A (correct) 1 mark – 30% of Client I’s income is related to the value of Australian 
share investments and is therefore likely to be highly correlated with the returns on the 
ASX200. 

Option B is incorrect. The income Client II receives from selling properties is likely to be 
only weakly related to the returns achieved on the ASX200, and not as strongly correlated 
as for Client I. 

Option C is incorrect. The income Client IV receives is fixed and is therefore unlikely to have 
a meaningful relationship with the returns achieved on the ASX200. 

Option D is incorrect. Client V’s income is fixed, and is therefore unlikely to have a 
meaningful relationship with the returns achieved on the ASX200. Her share options might 
have some correlation, but this correlation is not as clear as for Client I. 

PQ27  Option D (correct) 1 mark – Client V’s skills relate to a rare form of cancer, it is unclear 
whether suitable roles will be available. Are other organisations also developing 
treatments for this form of cancer? 

Option A is incorrect. Client II’s occupation is relatively common, suggesting that her skills 
are likely to be transferrable to other roles in real estate. 

Option B is incorrect. Client III’s occupation is relatively common, suggesting that his skills 
are likely to be transferrable to other roles in supermarkets or other industries. 

Option C is incorrect. Client IV’s occupation and field suggest that his skills might be 
transferrable to other universities. 

PQ28  Option A (correct) 1 mark – This could reduce the risks related to each client’s future 
income/human capital. 

Option B is incorrect. Reducing the interest rate does not have as direct a connection to 
reducing a client’s risk as does Option A. 
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Option C is incorrect. It is unclear how these contributions would reduce the risk each 
client is exposed to compared with investing outside of super. 

Option D is incorrect. In the absence of any information to suggest the managed fund is 
high-risk or that the direct shares are low-risk, this is unlikely to have any impact on the risk 
each client is exposed to. 

PQ29  True; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: this would mean that Client I’s future income/human capital would 
have a lower correlation with Australian equities, thereby allowing for greater 
diversification across his whole financial situation. 

Statement 2 – TRUE: this would mean that Client I’s future income/human capital would 
have become lower risk and also would have a lower correlation with Australian equities. 

PQ30  Option D (correct) 1 mark – The risk is likely to be high (given it is an undiversified 
investment in a single, unlisted company) and highly correlated with her employment 
income. 

Option A is incorrect. While it could create a significant risk, the risk is likely to be lower 
(largely due to diversification across different growth assets) and less correlated with her 
employment income than for Option D. 

Option B is incorrect. While it could create a significant risk, the risk is likely to be lower 
(largely due to diversification across different Australian shares) and less correlated with 
her employment income than for Option D. 

Option C is incorrect. While it could create a significant risk, the risk is likely to be lower 
(largely due to diversification across different biotechnology companies) and less 
correlated with her employment income than for Option D. 

PQ31  Option B (correct) 1 mark – The clients do not appear to have understood the reason that 
the adviser has suggested they diversify their investments away from the industry that they 
each work in. 

Option A is incorrect. While it is possible that inappropriate advice has been provided, 
advising both clients to diversify their investments away from the industry in which they 
work is likely to have been appropriate. 

Option C is incorrect. While it’s possible, the advice appears appropriate and it’s more 
plausible that the clients have simply misunderstood the reasons for the advice. 

Option D is incorrect. While it’s possible, the advice appears appropriate and it’s more 
plausible that the clients have simply misunderstood the reasons for the advice. 
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Practice Question Answers – Ababila AFS Licensee 

PQ32 Option D (correct) 1 mark - Under s962G and 962S, fee recipients must provide clients with 
an FDS before the end of a period of 60 days beginning on the anniversary day (i.e. the 12 
month anniversary of the initial and subsequent ongoing fee arrangement).  Therefore, 30 
Oct is 60 days from 1 Sept. 

Option A is incorrect.  All clients who have an ongoing fee arrangement require a FDS 
annually 

Option B is incorrect.  The deadline is not negotiable with the client 

Option C is Incorrect. The deadline is not the 12 month anniversary of the ongoing fee 
arrangement, but rather 60 days after that date 

PQ33 Option B (correct) 1 mark - Under Corps Act s962A(4) an insurance premium does not 
constitute an ongoing fee arrangement. 

Option A is incorrect. The FDS must detail the service they were entitled to receive under 
the ongoing fee arrangement, even if it was not provided. 

Option C is incorrect. Renaming the ongoing fee arrangement will not change the 
requirements s 962A(1)(c). 

Option D is incorrect. S962A does not nominate an amount considered an ongoing fee 
arrangement, rather the nature of it. 

PQ34  Option D (correct) 1 mark - The FDS must detail the service they were entitled to receive 
under the ongoing fee arrangement s962H(2)(c). 

Option A is incorrect. All ongoing fees must be disclosed. 

Option B is incorrect.  

The FDS does not need to state an ongoing fee if the fee is for the administration, 
management or operation of a financial product (e.g. a monthly account-keeping fee for a 
basic deposit product or an administration or investment fee charged by a superannuation 
trustee or a responsible entity of registered scheme) 

Option C is incorrect. Upfront advice fees do not form part of the ongoing fee arrangement 
and therefore are not stipulated in the FDS. 

PQ35 Option B (correct) 1 mark - In this case the volume-based benefits from product providers 
to Ababila are defined as conflicted remuneration s963L. 

Option A is incorrect. Just because Ababila is not a subsidiary of a financial product 
manufacturer does not mean that ongoing fees will be conflicted. 
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Option C is incorrect. A client may authorise the ongoing fees to be debited from their 
portfolio s52, RG246.67. 

Option D is incorrect. Ongoing fees, however structured, paid under the terms of an OFA 
are not conflicted if linked to investment performance s963B(1)(d)(ii). 

PQ36 Option A (correct) 1 mark - Recommendation is linked to James’ objective of minimising 
tax (stipulated in case study) is an example of acting in the client’s best interest. 

Option B is incorrect. Recommendation based on minimising fees and costs are not going 
to necessarily demonstrate best interest duty for James as this was not a noted objective of 
his.  

Option C is incorrect. Recommendation based on minimising fees and costs are not going 
to necessarily demonstrate best interest duty for James as this was not a noted objective of 
his. 

Option D is incorrect. High-growth funds generally do not provide a ‘boost’, i.e. high 
returns, in the short term and therefore this recommendation will not be in James’ best 
interest. 

PQ37 Option B (correct) 1 mark - A review of the client’s investment needs would be a service 
that most genuinely adds value for a client as it ensures the initial advice remains 
appropriate for any change in client’s relevant circumstances. 

Option A is incorrect. Retaining client records is not value-add, it is a mandatory 
requirement. 

Option C is incorrect. The automation of a portfolio being rebalanced to an initial strategic 
asset allocation benchmarked can occur as the answer suggests, automatically, without 
much value-add from the adviser. 

Option D is incorrect. Sending a regular update on interest rate movements would have 
very little value to a client without the adviser explaining how this would impact that 
client’s situation. 

Practice Question Answers – Julie and Scott 

PQ38 False; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: Julie has a high-growth (aggressive) risk profile. The Zodotto Super 
Fund offers a high-growth investment option that matches Julie’s risk profile, while the 
Hordoff Super Fund offers single sector options that cater for the same risk profile. It is 
incorrect to state that the Hordoff Super Fund investment options better suit Julie’s risk 
profile when both funds offer investment options that cater for a high-growth investor. 
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Statement 2 – TRUE: The Hordoff Super Fund has insurance attached while the Zodotto 
Super Fund does not. Tarak has not addressed the potential loss of insurance cover, nor its 
replacement, in making the recommendation to Julie to consolidate the funds. This is a 
breach of Standard 2 given Julie’s stated goal to protect her family in the event of an 
unexpected event, such as death or disability. 

PQ39  Option B (correct) 1 mark – Tarak has breached Standard 2 because he has failed to provide 
and document advice that is consistent with the couple’s purpose in seeking advice.  

Option A is incorrect. The legal requirement to document advice pertains to financial advice. 
There is no requirement under the Corporations Act to include advice about cashflow or 
debt management in an SOA, as these are not considered financial products or financial 
product advice. 

Option C is incorrect. Under the ethical standard imposed by Standard 2, an adviser must 
make recommendations relevant to the client’s needs and document these accordingly. By 
not even considering the client’s stated objectives, Standard 2 is breached. 

Option D is incorrect. Standard 2 has been breached and it is irrelevant that debt reduction 
and cash flow management is not considered financial advice under the Corporations Act. 
The requirement under Standard 2 is wider and a higher standard than the legal best 
interests duty. 

PQ40  Option D (correct) 1 mark – A recommendation to invest in shares using a managed 
discretionary account operated by his business. 

Option A is incorrect. Option A is less likely than Option D to breach Standard 3 because on 
the basis of the information given there is no conflict of interest or duty recommending a 
sector-specific managed fund. 

Option B is incorrect. Option B does not breach Standard 3 because there is no conflict of 
interest or duty referring the client to an external stockbroker who themselves charges a 
fixed-fee brokerage model. 

Option C is incorrect. Option C is less likely than Option D to breach Standard 3 because the 
benefit to Tarak does not flow from the referral, but rather from retaining the client within 
the business and producing the advice to the client. 

PQ41 True; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: To comply with privacy legislation (and Standard 1), financial advisers 
should obtain client consent to disclose any relevant information prior to doing so (Standard 
1). 
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Statement 2 – TRUE: To comply with Standard 3, a financial adviser should not receive a 
payment in relation to a referral, as such a payment is likely to create a conflict of interest. 

PQ42 Sample response: 2 marks 

Scott, as a financial adviser I am bound by a range of ethical obligations in all of my dealings 
with you as a client, including our discussions and the provision of financial advice.  

I am required to comply with the best interest duty found in the Corporations Act 2001. This 
duty means that I must place the best interests of my clients above all other considerations 
in the provision of financial advice. In addition, standard 2 of the FASEA Code of Ethics states 
that I am required to act with integrity and in the best interests of my clients. 

There are a range of consequences for not complying with the Corporations Act and the 
FASEA Code of Ethics. These include being banned to practice as a financial adviser, civil and 
financial penalties and, in the most serious of cases, criminal prosecution. More broadly, 
breaking ethical obligations results in negative media attention, the loss of my reputation 
and broader community disapproval. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

Scott, as a financial adviser I am bound to behave ethically and with integrity at all times. The 
FASEA Code of Ethics outlines the ethical and professional standards I must follow when 
providing advice to you. To practice as a financial adviser, I am required to follow this Code.  

Sample response: 0 marks 

Scott, you are concerned that as a financial adviser I will not behave ethically or with integrity 
in the advice I provide. Let me assure you that I am an ethical person, our company is 
professional, and we must follow ethical codes in our industry. 

PQ43 Sample response: 2 marks 

Scott, as a financial adviser there is a range of legal obligations I must comply with when 
providing financial advice. These include: 

• I am legally required to give you certain disclosure documents. The Financial Services
Guide (FSG) details who I am, my licensee, how I am paid and how you will pay for
the advice I provide. When I provide personal advice to you it must all be documented
in a Statement of Advice (SOA), including all the considerations of the advice and the
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dollar cost. I must also provide the Product Disclosure Statements (PDS) of all 
financial products that I recommend. 

• I am authorised to provide advice by an Australian Financial Service licensee, and they
are legally obligated to supervise my conduct and the advice I provide.

Sample response: 1 mark 

Scott, there are a range of laws I must follow to be a financial adviser. For example, my 
Australian Financial Services licensee must be a member of an external dispute resolution 
body, such as the Australian Financial Complaints Authority (AFCA).  

Sample response: 0 marks 

Scott, I must follow so many laws and codes to provide advice. If I don’t obey the law, you 
can sue me. 

PQ44 True; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: Julie has a non-lapsing binding death benefit nomination in favour of 
her estranged husband. They are still legally married and not divorced. As such, the 
nomination remains valid under SIS laws. Given it is a binding death benefit nomination, the 
trustees of the superannuation fund will be compelled to follow the instruction and pay 
Julie’s death benefit nomination to her husband. 

Statement 2 – FALSE: Julie updated her Will 10 years ago and she has been in a relationship 
with Scott for six years. While Julie may have written terms into her Will to account for future 
partners and children, under state-based estate planning laws neither is automatically 
included in Wills although they may be catered for under the rules of intestacy (where there 
is no Will). It would, however, be possible for Scott and their children to challenge the 
existing Will and make a claim under relevant state-based family provision legislation.  

PQ45 Sample response: 2 marks 

Julie and Scott, let’s highlight two benefits of implementing my insurance strategy: 

• Both of you are now comprehensively covered if something were to happen to either
of you; for example, a temporary illness where either of you couldn’t work for a
period (income protection for each of you to kick in after four weeks), or you were to
become totally and permanently disabled or even to die. In these or like
circumstances, you would both have comprehensive TPD and life insurance. Trauma
insurance means a lump sum is paid if you are diagnosed with a serious illness – such
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as defined cancers – which can really make the difference between financial stability 
and disaster. 

• Scott taking out additional business expenses insurance means that your business
expenses are now met if you were unable to work due to illness or injury. This is
separate to income protection insurance, and means that, Scott, you would not be
dipping into your income insurance or other funds to pay business expenses.

Sample response: 1 mark 

Julie and Scott, Scott needs to have business expenses insurance to cover the ongoing costs 
of running the business if you, Scott, were to fall ill and be unable to work for a period of 
time. It means that you would not be using your income protection insurances or other 
financial resources to fund business expenses during a stressful and financially difficult time. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

Julie, you could fall sick, have an accident or die tomorrow. As the main breadwinner you 
having insurance is a necessity. 

PQ46 Sample response: 2 marks 

Scott and Julie, there are disadvantages associated with implementing this insurance 
strategy. Firstly, this level of insurance for both of you incurs premiums due to the amount 
of the sum insured and separate business expenses. You need to weigh up the costs of 
implementing this recommendation against the risks of not implementing some or all of the 
recommendations. Secondly, taking out these new insurances (outside of superannuation) 
means that both of you will have to go through the underwriting process again, which can 
be time-consuming and inconvenient. You also need to consider the impact of any pre-
existing conditions on the underwriting process.  

Sample response: 1 mark 

Julie and Scott, one of the main disadvantages of taking out new insurances is cancelling the 
current policies at the wrong time. If your insurances held with superannuation are cancelled 
before your new self-owned policies are fully established, you run the risk of being unable 
to replace the existing cover under the new policies due. There is a risk of not being insured 
for a time, or even not at all.  

Sample response: 0 marks 

Julie and Scott, there is a risk that you will double up on insurances. That’s normally a bad 
thing. 
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Practice Question Answers – Nicole and P-Z-S-T 

PQ47 Option A (correct) 1 mark – Nicole has not taken Gregory’s objectives, financial situation 
and needs into account. 

Option B is incorrect; As Nicole has not taken Gregory’s objectives, financial situation 
and needs into account this is not personal advice. 

Option C is incorrect; The research note includes an opinion by the stockbroking firm of 
the value of the share. This is not factual information. 

Option D is incorrect; The research note is a statement of facts about the share and an 
opinion by the stockbroking firm of the value of the share. It is not personal advice to 
buy the share. 

PQ48 Option B (correct) 1 mark – Newly formed businesses in rapidly developing market sectors 
are risky investments. This answer describes the widest and MOST significant risk. 

Option A is incorrect; It may be true that the technology and pharmaceutical market 
sectors are attracting start-up companies, but this is not the MOST significant risk. 

Option C is incorrect; It may be true that the ‘layman’ cannot understand the 
technology of the P Z S T business, but this is not the MOST significant risk. 

Option D is incorrect; It may be true that newly floated companies don’t pay dividends, 
but this is not the MOST significant risk. 

PQ49 Sample response: 2 marks 

Firstly, Nicole should tell Gregory that if he will not complete the fact find and the 
risk profile questionnaire or reveal his current share holdings, she is unable to give 
him personal advice.  She can provide general advice or an execution only service to 
implement his decisions. 

Secondly, she should advise Gregory that P-Z-S-T is a recent float in a highly 
competitive and dynamic industry.  Investing 20% of the value of his SMSF in one 
stock is very risky and lacks diversification. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

Nicole should ensure Gregory understands she does not have enough information 
about his needs, goals and circumstances and so cannot provide personal advice. 

She should give him a general advice warning and offer an execution only service. 
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Sample response: 0 marks 

Nicole cannot act in Gregory’s best interest and will breach ethical standard 2.  She 
does not know the composition of his existing share holdings.  She will also breach 
standards 5 and 6. 

PQ50 Sample response: 2 marks 

Nicole should prepare a file note setting out Gregory’s request and making it clear 
that she provided general advice and provided a research report on P-Z-S-T.  The file 
note must state that he instructed her to buy $60,000 worth of shares in P-Z-S-T at $1.50 a 
share.  Nicole and Gregory should both sign and date the file note. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

Nicole should provide an execution only statement to be signed by Gregory. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

Nicole should prepare a Statement of Advice with a general advice warning and an 
incomplete information warning.  Should be signed by Nicole and Gregory. 

PQ51 Option C (correct) 1 mark – Insider trading means using information not available to 
the market to make profits from buying or selling shares.  

Option A is incorrect; Churning is the practice of a broker buying and selling shares 
for the purpose of generating commissions.. 

Option B is incorrect; Wash trading is where a broker buys and sells shares with the 
express purpose of feeding misleading information to the market. 

Option D is incorrect; Cornering the market means acquiring enough shares in a  company 
to be able to manipulate the market price. 

PQ52 Option D (correct) 1 mark – ASIC as regulator of companies and financial services 
supervises market integrity.  A suspicious activity report must be lodged with ASIC if a 
breach of market integrity rules is identified. 

Option A is incorrect.  The ATO administers the tax system not market integrity. 

Option B is incorrect. Responsibility for managing market integrity was relinquished by the 
ASX from 2010. 
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Option C is incorrect.  APRA supervises banking, insurance and superannuation institutions 
not market integrity. 

Practice Question Answers – Kylie 
PQ53  Option A (correct) 1 mark – Bianca has only discussed investments outside of 

superannuation at this stage, so wealth creation strategies and products are in scope. 

Option B is incorrect. Bianca has not discussed a need for personal insurances, so wealth 
protection is not in scope. 

Option C is incorrect. Bianca has not discussed her concern or desire to consider her 
retirement income or retirement capital needs, so retirement planning is not in scope. 

Option D is incorrect. Bianca has discussed her intention to invest, so wealth creation 
strategies and products are in scope. 

PQ54  Option A (correct) 1 mark – A FSG must be have been given to Bianca before any financial 
advice or service is provided. 

Option B is incorrect. A Statement of Advice must be provided before advice implemented. 
Kylie has not provided advice yet. 

Option C is incorrect. A PDS must be provided before the product is purchased so the client 
may decide if they wish to follow the recommendation. In this case Bianca requested 
information and Kylie has not yet confirmed if she recommends this product. 

Option D is incorrect. Fee Disclosure Statement does not need to be provided at the initial 
client meeting, rather 12 months after the initial ongoing fee arrangement was entered 
into. 

PQ55  Option C (correct) 1 mark – Since Bianca has asked Kylie to consider if this investment is 
appropriate for her Kylie needs to disclose it’s not on her APL, however Kylie still must 
investigate the product.  

Option A is incorrect. Disclosure is not reliant on the product being ultimately 
recommended or not. Disclosure is appropriate on investigating and considering the 
product. 
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Option B is incorrect. Disclosure is not reliant on the product being ultimately 
recommended or not. Disclosure is appropriate on investigating and considering the 
product. 

Option D is incorrect. Disclosure is not reliant on the product being monitored over time 
rather than just an initial investment. Disclosure is appropriate on investigating and 
considering the product initially. 

Practice Question Answers – Joe and WillieWare Technologies  

PQ56 Option A (correct) 1 mark – most of Joe’s portfolio would now comprise a single (high risk) 
company (WillieWare) 

Option B is incorrect. While it is true that Joe’s investments would remain mostly allocated 
to equities, his risks would have increased due to his investments now being concentrated 
mostly in a single (high risk) company (WillieWare) 

Option C is incorrect. While it is true that Joe would hold shares in both WillieWare and the 
managed fund, his risks would have increased due to his investments now being 
concentrated mostly in a single (high risk) company (WillieWare) 

 Option D is incorrect. While it is true that the managed fund would probably not be 
invested in WillieWare, Joe’s risks would have increased and his level of diversification 
decreased due to his investments now being concentrated in a single (high risk) company 
(WillieWare) 

PQ57  False; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: research shows that general warnings are largely ignored by 
consumers. To make the warning effective it is likely that Joe’s Adviser would have to 
explain to Joe the specific reasons why investing in WillieWares is risky for Joe. 

Statement 2 – FALSE: the public seminar is unlikely to provide the opportunity for the 
Adviser to explain to Joe the specific reasons why investing in WillieWares is risky for Joe, 
meaning the Adviser could not be confident that the warning would be effective. 

PQ58 Option D (correct) 1 mark – It is likely that Joe would be dissatisfied because the Adviser 
did not recommend what Joe wanted to do. While difficult to overcome, the Adviser 
should have foreseen this decision-making bias and taken it into account in the way he 
communicated his advice to Joe. 

Option A is incorrect. Despite Joe’s dissatisfaction, it appears that the advice is appropriate 
and in Joe’s best interests. Other explanations for Joe’s dissatisfaction are more likely. 
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Option B is incorrect. While possible, there is no indication that the Adviser has improperly 
assessed the future prospects of WillieWare. Other explanations for Joe’s dissatisfaction 
are more likely. 

Option C is incorrect. Joe’s express preference to invest in WillieWare should have been 
just one consideration for the Adviser in making the recommendation; the Adviser would 
have been correct to make alternative recommendations where appropriate. 

Practice Question Answers – Standalone Scenarios #4 

PQ59 Option A (correct) 1 mark – The key words in the sentence are ‘satisfying yourself that fees 
… are fair and reasonable and … value for money for the client.’ As an adviser working under 
the Code, your first duty (or motivation) should be to act in the best interest of your client. 
You need to be fairly paid for your work but not at the expense of your obligations to your 
client.  

Option B is incorrect. Whilst there are many regulations that address fees and charges 
payable by a client, none of them consider whether they are fair and reasonable or value for 
money. Standard 7 is not about legal risks. 

Option C is incorrect. Whilst an adviser may have procedures to determine fees and how 
they are levied, they are not the primary aim of Standard 7. 

Option D is incorrect. An adviser’s business model may not be financially viable if it brings in 
insufficient income, but this is not the focus of Standard 7. 

PQ60  Option B (correct) 1 mark – The role of a Financial Adviser is to help clients manage their 
financial problems and reach their financial goals. Advisers with a ‘high level of relevant 
knowledge and skills’ can more effectively serve their clients. 

Option A is not the best answer. Advisers may need to work with some clients to enable 
them to have a better understanding of their options, objectives and recommended 
solutions. However, this is only part of an Adviser’s role and it not the best answer. (Refer to 
section 2 of the Preface to this document.) 

Option C is not the best answer. Advisers certainly have an educational role with clients to 
enable them to have a better understanding of their options, objectives and recommended 
solutions. However, this is only part of an Adviser’s role and it not the best answer. (Refer to 
section 2 of the Preface to this document.) 

Option D is not the best answer. Advisers may need to coach and educate clients to enable 
them to have a better understanding of their options, objectives and recommended 
solutions. However, this is only part of an Adviser’s role and it not the best answer. (Refer to 
section 2 of the Preface to this document.) 
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PQ61  Option D (correct) 1 mark – An experienced Adviser who is supervising a provisional Adviser 
must induct them into the practical aspects of the work of being an Adviser. Whilst technical, 
procedural and communications skills are important, understanding the Code of Ethics and 
dealing with Ethical Dilemmas is specifically mentioned as an important requirement of a 
professional year. 

The statement made by the supervising Adviser does not convey an attitude of integrity, 
acting in the best interest of the client and avoiding conflicts of interest. The statement 
breaches many aspects of the Code and is not a good example of upholding and promoting 
the ethical standards of the profession. 

Option A is incorrect. As part of the process of developing advice and acting for the client, 
the experienced Adviser must get client consent. The statement made by the supervising 
Adviser does not breach Standard 4. 

Option B is incorrect. From the facts provided, it is not possible to know if the 
recommendations are appropriate for the client. The statement made by the supervising 
Adviser does not breach Standard 5. 

Option C is incorrect. The statement made by the supervising Adviser implies that he is 
motivated more by the income that may be derived from the advice than acting in the 
client’s best interest. The statement made by the supervising Adviser does not breach 
Standard 7. 

Practice Question Answers – Yasmine and Tina 

PQ62  False; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: Yasmine has not breached Standard 4 by failing to conduct a 
comprehensive risk profiling process for each client, it does breach other standards. 

Statement 2 – TRUE: Yasmine has breached Standard 4 by failing to disclose that she is 
undertaking her Professional Year. 

PQ63  True; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: Yasmine has breached Standard 9 by misrepresenting the experience 
of the investment team 

Statement 2 – TRUE: Yasmine has breached Standard 9 by having a one-size-fits-all 
approach to her insurance recommendations rather than determining what each client 
needs and misleading the clients into believing these amounts are industry standard. 
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PQ64  Option D (correct) 1 mark – The primary reason that Yasmine has breached Standard 9 when 
providing the article about the fee structure is because members are relying on that 
incorrect information. 

Option A is incorrect. Relying on a newspaper article as a source of information regarding 
fees is not the primary reason Standard 9 has been breached. 

Option B is incorrect. Having to provide specific and detailed fee information in the 
Statement of Advice is not the primary reason Standard 9 has been breached in this case. 
Yasmine can discuss fees generally beforehand. 

Option C is incorrect. Yasmine is not legally required to refer members directly to the fund 
website for fee information. 

PQ65  True; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: Tina should review Yasmine’s advice and the procedures she followed 
to uphold Standard 12. 

Statement 2 – TRUE: Tina should intervene and correct any errors or false claims made by 
Yasmine to uphold Standard 12. 

PQ66  True; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: Yasmine should review each client file, update all file notes, and 
ensure all records are accurate and complete to uphold Standard 8. 

Statement 2 – FALSE: Yasmine does not need to obtain permission from her clients to make 
an electronic copy of their files to take to her new employer to uphold Standard 8. 

Practice Question Answers – Standalone Scenarios #5 

PQ67  Option C (correct) 1 mark – A new client asking for an investment of physical cash for a third 
party (ie online boyfriend) does raise suspicions of money laundering. 

Option A is incorrect. A friend at a BBQ wanting some investment advice to invest some 
unexpected money does not raise suspicions of money laundering. 

Option B is incorrect. A colleague asks for free financial advice for their elderly parents who 
have $50,000 does not raise suspicions of money laundering. 

Option D is incorrect. A new client asking for advice on consolidating their superannuation 
funds does not raise suspicions of money laundering. 
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PQ68  Option D (correct) 1 mark – A financial planner can ask themselves ‘Am I applying the client’s 
personal situation to the information?’ to establish if they are providing personal advice. 

Option A is incorrect. A financial planner asking ‘am I only providing generic information’ will 
not establish if they are providing personal advice. 

Option B is incorrect. A client being able to access the information from the internet will not 
determine if the nature of the advice is personal advice or not. 

Option C is incorrect. A colleague overhearing the information has no influence on if the 
advice is considered personal advice or not. 

Practice Question Answers – Dorothy 

PQ69 Option A (correct) 1 mark – asking Glenda to access the details from Centrelink and forward 
the information to him as soon as possible. 

Option B is incorrect. This would potentially be a breach of both s1041H of the Corporations 
Act as well as the privacy legislation. Raoul cannot simply use the client details he has to 
access information unless he has the client’s consent to do so. 

Option C is incorrect. It would not be appropriate for Raoul to operate Dorothy’s Centrelink 
account. A more appropriate alternative would be to gain Dorothy’s authorisation to ask for 
details from Centrelink. 

Option D is incorrect. Unless he has the client’s authority to do so, Centrelink will not disclose 
this information to Raoul. 

PQ70 Option A (correct) 1 mark – Answering for Dorothy could indicate that Glenda is exerting 
undue influence over her mother. It is of particular concern that Glenda “does all the talking” 
even when Raoul “directly asks Dorothy a question”. When one person dominates a 
conversation in this context, especially despite the actions of an adviser to engage the other 
party, it can potentially be a sign of undue influence. 

Option B is incorrect. While it is important to gather all information about the client, the 
client is only one source of that information. It may be appropriate for Glenda to provide 
some details to assist the fact find process, as well as obtaining information from other 
sources. This aspect is not the main reason Glenda’s behaviour is concerning. 

Option C is incorrect. As her daughter, executor and enduring power of attorney, Glenda is 
likely to possess some knowledge that is relevant to the fact find. While she may not know 
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all of the relevant information about Dorothy’s situation, she is still an appropriate source. 
This aspect is not the main reason Glenda’s behaviour is concerning. 

Option D is incorrect. The obligation on Raoul is to make investigations but he can use a 
wider range of sources than Dorothy herself. As noted above, Glenda may be an appropriate 
source of information. Ideally, Dorothy will also have input into the process, but this aspect 
is not the main reason Glenda’s behaviour is concerning. 

PQ71 False; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 –FALSE: Raoul does not owe a duty of care to Glenda. Although she is Dorothy’s 
executor and holds the enduring power of attorney, Glenda is not the client. 

Statement 2 – TRUE: Raoul has a personal connection with Glenda and this must not 
influence his advice. He must act in Dorothy’s best interests and with integrity.  

PQ72 Sample response: 2 marks 

To comply with Standard 3, Raoul could resolve the potential conflict arising from his 
relationship with Glenda by: 

• requesting advice from his licensee/compliance team about the best way to manage 
the relationship

• removing the conflict by referring Dorothy to another financial adviser.

Sample response: 1 mark 

To ensure he complies with Standard 3, Raoul could request advice from his 
licensee/compliance team about the best way to manage the relationship. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

Raoul must resign his membership with the golf club before advising Dorothy. 

PQ73    Sample response: 2 marks 

To comply with Standard 4, Raoul could: 

• explain to Dorothy the financial advice process, each step that is involved, and give
her plenty of opportunity to ask questions about what is happening. He could use a
range of tools such as the Financial Services Guide, or a visual representation of the
process. He could use open questions to ensure that she understands the process,
and record file notes about the steps he has taken.
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• ensure that Dorothy is seeking the advice, and that it isn’t just something Glenda
wants to undertake. He should check that Dorothy is comfortable with the process
and what it means and is able to make decisions independently regardless of Glenda’s
personal preferences.

Sample response: 1 mark 

To comply with Standard 4, Raoul could check whether his licensee has any policies or 
procedures for dealing with older clients, as well as any relevant resources, and use these to 
inform his practice. There may be a checklist he could follow, such as sighting documentation 
like the power of attorney document. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

To comply with Standard 4, Raoul should have Glenda sign the authority to proceed. 

PQ74 Option A (correct) 1 mark – Dorothy may feel pressured by Glenda to proceed with the 
advice. 

Option B is incorrect. Any conflict between Dorothy and Glenda’s interests is more relevant 
to Standards 2 and 3. 

Option C is incorrect. There is no evidence in the case study suggesting that Dorothy does 
not have the cognitive ability to understand the advice. 

Option D is incorrect. Dorothy is the client, not Glenda. Glenda’s agreement is not required 
if Dorothy provides consent. 

PQ75 Option D (correct) 1 mark – Share prices can drop when there is bad news about a company, 
but it’s important to look at the big picture instead of panicking and selling. 

Option A is incorrect. While the statement itself is true, it is unlikely to convey to Dorothy 
that although share prices may be volatile, Raoul believes it is a good investment and there 
is no need to sell simply because the price itself has dropped. 

Option B is incorrect. While the statement itself is true, it does not explain that the 
underlying investment is good in Raoul’s opinion and on that basis the share price may 
recover, so it is unlikely Dorothy will lose her capital. 

Option C is incorrect. While dividends may be relevant to the overall return, the response 
does not address Dorothy’s underlying concern about losing her capital. 

PQ76 Option A (correct) 1 mark – Every type of investment has some level of risk, even term 
deposits. 
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Option B is incorrect. Blue-chip shares do not have far less risk than most investments. Cash 
and government bonds generally carry less risk than blue-chip shares. 

Option C is incorrect. While longevity risk tends to increase when cash and cash-like 
investments are held, given Dorothy’s age, capital and income sources she is unlikely to 
outlive her capital. 

Option D is incorrect. Clients always retain access to term deposits, albeit with a risk of 
penalties for early access. 

PQ77 False; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – FALSE: Glenda is not the client and Raoul does not have a duty to inform her 
of the transaction. 

Statement 2 – TRUE: the conversation is relevant to Dorothy’s situation and the advice given, 
and recording file notes of phone conversations is essential for good record keeping.  

PQ78 Option C (correct) 1 mark – Take notes of Hilda’s concerns and seek advice from the business 
compliance team about how to progress the matter. 

Option A is incorrect. It would be inappropriate and a breach of ethical standards for Raoul 
to convey this conversation to Glenda. It would perhaps be more appropriate to discuss this 
with Dorothy in the first instance. 

Option B is incorrect. Even if Hilda is an executor, she has no authority during Dorothy’s 
lifetime to obtain Dorothy’s details or information. Raoul would need to obtain Dorothy’s 
permission before disclosing anything to Hilda.   

Option D is incorrect. Raoul should not disclose Dorothy’s information without the client’s 
authority to do so. 

Practice Question Answers – Standalone Scenarios #6 

PQ79  Option B (correct) 1 mark – The Adviser (Mel) is recommending in some cases that new 
insurance recommendations are held via superannuation. This has a broader detrimental 
effect on the clients’ retirement savings. Therefore Mel is MOST at risk of breaching this 
Standard. 

Option A is incorrect. There is nothing in the scenario that indicates the Adviser (Mel) is not 
seeking client consent. 

Option C is incorrect. There is nothing in the scenario that indicates the Adviser (Mel) is not 
keeping adequate records of her interactions and advice provided to clients. 
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Option D is incorrect. The Adviser’s conduct of recommending insurance via superannuation 
due to clients’ limited cash flow poses the most risk of breaching Standard 6 – to take on the 
broader effects from the clients acting on the advice. 

PQ80 Option D (correct) 1 mark – Consumers having face to face contact (with an Adviser) are 
more likely to perceive this as personal advice 

Option A is incorrect. Consumers are more likely to expect that in receiving personal advice 
they will have to pay upfront fees for that service. 

Option B is incorrect. Consumers are more likely to expect that personal advice comes from 
a person they are conversing with directly, rather than what they hear from TV or radio. 

Option C is incorrect. Even if sales or marketing is targeted to a consumer is it more likely 
that a consumer will only perceive it as personal advice once they have direct contact with 
a representative/Adviser to confirm. 

PQ81  Option A (correct) 1 mark – The Adviser has breached Standard 8 by only maintaining 
electronic copies of client records on a home computer. This is not the same practice as 
storing and securing hard copy files in an office/office computer that offers a higher level of 
security. 

Option B is incorrect. The Adviser has not breached Standard 9 by storing the records of their 
interactions and advice to clients on a home computer. This is not a reflection of misleading 
or deceptive conduct in providing financial product advice. 

Option C is incorrect. The Adviser has not breached Standard 10 by storing the records of 
their interactions and advice to clients on a home computer. Whilst this does show a lack of 
professional competency, it is not a reflection of competency in providing advice in the 
clients’ best interest. 

Option D is incorrect. The Adviser has not breached Standard 11 by storing the records of 
their interactions and advice to clients on a home computer. The Adviser is not under 
investigation so it cannot be assumed that the move to electronic files on a home computer 
is linked. 

PQ82  Option A (correct) 1 mark – Marko’s delay in responding to a fellow professional in 
transferring a client’s files across demonstrates a lack of support and risking the reputation 
of the profession as a whole. 

Option B is incorrect. Whilst Marko’s actions do show a lack of professional competency, 
they do not demonstrate a lack of competency in relevant knowledge and skills in providing 
advice in the clients’ best interest. 
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Option C is incorrect. Marko’s delay in responding to a fellow professional does not 
demonstrate any conflict of interest. The delay is not in the client’s best interest as it will 
cause a delay for them in being able to receive advice from their new Adviser. 

Option D is incorrect. Whilst Marko’s actions do show a lack of professional competency, 
they do not demonstrate a lack of his ability to have maintained accurate and complete 
records. 

Practice Question Answers – Carla 

PQ83  Option A (correct) 1 mark – Previously, Jim has been Carla’s client. It would be important 
to ascertain the extent of the relationship that could potentially be with Racquel i.e. is 
advice required, will she become a new client. Is she at the appointment as a means of 
supporting Jim. 

Option B is incorrect. A new FSG may be required, however this would be done once 
establishing Racquel’s need. 

Option C is incorrect. As per response B, and ‘seeing a copy of a guide’ as provided to 
someone else is not the same as providing an up to date FSG 

Option D is incorrect. At this stage it is unclear if Racquel requires advice and is to become 
a client    

PQ84  Option D (correct) 1 mark – Access to money is available when a condition of release is 
met, i.e. retired and over preservation age, reached age 65 etc. 
Option A is incorrect. If Jim retires prior to age 65, he can access the superannuation 
funds. 
Option B is incorrect. The Adviser cannot make a definitive statement that Raquel is 
likely to leave him. However, under the Family Law Act there are specific provisions 
with relation to defacto relationships for example, for example a relationship for two 
years. There are some other provisions however these are not defined in the case 
study. 
Option C is incorrect. No estate planning objectives were defined in the case study. 

PQ85 Option B (correct) 1 mark – In the FASEA Code of Ethics in the Explanatory 
Statement Carla’s duty to Jim would conflict to his duty to his children and their partners 
as a result of their now strained relationship. 

Option A is incorrect. An Adviser providing advice to various family members is not 
defined as a breach under section 961 of the Corporations Act i.e. Best Interests  Duty. 

Option C is incorrect. There is no evidence that Carla has mislead or been deceptive in his 
dealing with Jim or his children/their partners. 

Option D is incorrect. There is no evidence that Carla has shared information of a 
personal nature between Jim and his children/their partners.   
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PQ86 Sample response: 2 marks 

Step a – Carla has not identified any of Jim’s existing goals and objectives that relate to 
lending the money to Raquel. 
Step d – Carla may not have the expertise to recommend this type of investment. If 
she does not, she should refrain from giving the advice.  

Sample response: 1 mark 

Not in the client’s Best Interest. 
No basis or qualification for recommending Jim lend money as being the best course of 
action. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

Carla is likely to breach the following - The safe harbour in the Corporations Act requires 
Advisers to identify the financial situation, needs and objectives of the client that would 
reasonably be considered relevant to the advice. 

PQ87 Sample response: 2 marks 

Jim's retirement goals - to determine if these could still be achieved if he did end up 
loaning the money to Raquel and she was unable to pay it back.  

Jim's estate planning objectives - to ensure that Jim has the appropriate structures in place 
so that his estate is distributed according to his wishes (particularly given the strained 
relationship between his children and Raquel). 

Sample response: 1 mark 

Jim's relationship with his children, she knows he is upset and has previously enjoyed a 
good relationship with them 

Sample response: 0 marks 

Carla needs to do a new SOA as Jim’s circumstances has changed (new partner) since it was 
last done 5 years ago. 

Has she acted in a fair and considered manner towards Jim in the provision of her advice? 
ie, will he be in a better financial position as a result of the advice?
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Practice Question Answers – Michael Hobby Farm 

PQ88 TRUE; FALSE (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: Michael having clear goals is likely to increase his motivation by 
making the benefits of him saving for retirement more ‘salient’ (ie vivid, imaginable 
and concrete). 

Statement 2 – FALSE: While it is true that the Adviser should ultimately recommend 
investments that align with Michael’s objectives, the Adviser has an obligation to 
extend their inquiries beyond the information initially provided my Michael (in order to help 
Michael work out his objectives, needs, interests and likely future  circumstances). 

PQ89 Option C (correct) 1 mark – because given it is a small town there might be a limited 
supply of suitable properties available at the time that Michael retires. 

Option A is incorrect because purchasing the property as soon as possible would not 
reduce the risk of Michael losing his job. 

Option B is incorrect because if property prices fall, Michael would have been better off 
not having purchased the property as soon as possible. 

Option D is incorrect because while it is possible that Michael will be unable to sell his 
investment portfolio in the future, given it is a listed ETF managed by a leading 
international fund manager there is no indication that liquidating his portfolio in the 
future would be problematic. 

PQ90 TRUE; TRUE (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: If Michael sells some of his investment portfolio to buy the hobby 
farm he would be replacing a relatively liquid asset (the ETF) with a relatively illiquid 
one (the farm). 

Statement 2 – TRUE: While the hobby farm would offer some diversification benefits 
with Michael’s superannuation and home, he would be replacing a relatively 
diversified asset (the ETF) with a single asset (the farm). 

PQ91 Option D (correct) 1 mark – because if Michael’s retirement plans change materially 
(such as wanting to retire to the beach instead of to the country town) having 
purchased the property could make it more difficult to achieve those new goals. 

Option A is incorrect because while the Adviser should ensure that the property suits 
Michael’s risk tolerance that risk tolerance does not directly impact whether 
purchasing the property would help him achieve his retirement goals.  
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Option B is incorrect because it appears that Michael plans to fund the purchase  through 
the sale of his other investments (rather than with mortgage debt). 

Option C is incorrect because while the Adviser should ensure that the property suits 
Michael’s preferences for investing in different asset classes, those preferences do 
not directly impact whether purchasing the property would help him achieve his 
retirement goals. 

PQ92 Option D (correct) 1 mark – because his belief that he will enjoy managing the hobby farm 
might not match with the reality he faces when he ultimately experiences it. 

Option A is incorrect because while learning new skills might be difficult for some 
older people, it could still be both possible and rewarding for Michael.  

Option B is incorrect because given Michael’s current assets and high salary, it does 
not appear that he will need to rely on the hobby farm for his retirement income. 

Option C is incorrect because there is no apparent motivation for Michael to lie about his 
retirement objectives. 

PQ93 Option C (correct) 1 mark – because even if Michael suffered a health problem and 
had to stop farming, the property could still potentially satisfy his retirement 
objectives. 

Option A is incorrect because managing the hobby farm while suffering from a serious 
health problem is likely to be difficult. 

Option B is incorrect because while it might be true that Michael is fit and healthy 
now, it is foreseeable that this could change over the many years prior to and during his 
retirement. 

Option D is incorrect because it is unlikely that Michael can reliably forecast the saleability 
of the hobby farm over the long term. 

PQ94 Option A (correct) 1 mark – this would help to confirm Michael’s expectation that he 
will enjoy managing a hobby farm in retirement and therefore reduce the risks that his 
retirement objectives change materially. 

Option B is incorrect because the Adviser should help Michael to work out his 
objectives, rather than dictate them to him.  

Option C is incorrect because while a joint purchase could reduce the financial risks 
associated with the purchase, there remains the risk that Michael’s retirement objectives 
change materially, as well as new risks related to how he would manage  the property 
jointly with the friend. 

Option D is incorrect because owning shares in agricultural companies is unlikely to 
provide a good indication of whether Michael would enjoy managing a hobby farm in 
retirement. 
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Practice Question Answers – Standalone Scenarios #7 
PQ95 Option A (correct) 1 mark – because money kept in a transaction account is usually 

easily accessible and is also likely to be mentally accounted for by a client as ‘spending 
money’. 

Option B is incorrect because money kept in direct shares usually requires more time 
and effort to access than money kept in a transaction account, and is also more likely to be 
mentally accounted for by a client as ‘investments’ (rather than as ‘spending money’).  

Option C is incorrect because money kept in managed investments usually requires 
more time and effort to access than money kept in a transaction account, and is also 
more likely to be mentally accounted for by a client as ‘investments’ (rather than as 
‘spending money’). 

Option D is incorrect because money kept in high-interest savings accounts often 
have more restrictions on being accessed at short notice compared with transaction 
accounts, and is also more likely to be mentally accounted for by a client as 
‘investments’ (rather than as ‘spending money’). 

Practice Question Answers – Panic Super Cash 

PQ96 Option D (correct) 1 mark – To best uphold the Value of Diligence Reginald should talk to 
Lucy, not email her, as Hamish’s concerns are serious enough for a phone call. Due care 
means he should immediately reassure Lucy that he is aware of the situation and that he will 
be addressing it directly with her in their upcoming meeting. 

Option A is incorrect. Reginald has scheduled a meeting with both Hamish and Lucy already, 
he does not need to schedule one with Lucy individually. 

Option B is incorrect. Reginald cannot make a written broad statement definitely saying the 
share market will pick up quickly, as he cannot know this for certain. 

Option C is incorrect. It is unprofessional to go behind Hamish’s back and contact Lucy as 
their meeting is together, plus the statement “talk some sense” is clearly not exercising due 
care and skill under the Value of Diligence. 

PQ97 Option A (correct) 1 mark – Identifying that Hamish’s short-term reaction is in conflict to his 
long-term needs and priorities is a reflection of the high level of knowledge, skills and 
experience upheld by Reginald. This clearly demonstrates a high level of the Competence 
Value when managing the situation professionally. 
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Option B is incorrect. Reginald correctly takes Hamish’s concerns seriously by scheduling a 
meeting the next day. Although a correct action, it more accurately reflects the Diligence 
Value and is not the best example of the Competence Value in the options. 

Option C is incorrect. Reginald assumes Hamish will listen to his warning and this is proved 
wrong. He did not demonstrate the Competence Value. 

Option D is incorrect. Reginald would demonstrate knowledge and skills under the 
Competence Value to calculate the potential decline in value. However, it is more important 
to take the actions outlined in Option A as a first step. 

PQ98 Option D (correct) 1 mark – Reginald must explain consequences and confirm with Hamish 
and Lucy how they want to proceed now that their asset allocations have changed. All other 
options do not place the clients at the center of the next steps. 

Option A is incorrect. This option makes a wrong statement (there is no way to fix the 
situation) and provides the client with no forward actions. 

Option B is incorrect. Reginald cannot revert back to the original asset allocations; this is the 
responsibility of Hamish and Lucy after the situation has been explained to them. 

Option C is incorrect. Making a file note is as passive as the lack of action in Option A because 
it provides the clients with no hope to address the situation and no forward plan. 

PQ99 Option A (correct) 1 mark – This statement demonstrates professional objectivity. Reginald 
makes no judgement of the clients and instead creates a way for them to move forward into 
action. 

Option B is incorrect. This statement makes a subjective statement on how Reginald views 
their actions as a ‘mistake on their personal reputation’. It is unprofessional and contravenes 
the Fairness Value. 

Option C is incorrect. Like Option B, this statement is judgmental and makes a negative 
conclusion. It also does not account for any lack of financial experience and could also be 
viewed as jargon. 

Option D is incorrect. Firstly, Reginald is asking the clients to show evidence in such a manner 
it suggests he does not believe them. Secondly, documentation matters do not directly fall 
under the Fairness Value. 

PQ100 Option B (correct) 1 mark – This scenario is asking you to assess the ability for professional 
self-reflection ‘on the limits of professional competency’ under the Fairness Value. Option B 
is the best and most professional self-reflection question option. 
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Option A is incorrect. While it is self-reflecting to ask how the situation would look to 
colleagues, it is self-absorbed with Reginald’s own reputation and does make the clients’ 
need for professional services the paramount concern. 

Option C is incorrect. Acting in “good faith” is contained in the Trustworthiness Value. 

Option D is incorrect. This self-reflection question does talk about the client’s reputation but 
also focuses on minimising damage, and not on placing client needs as the paramount 
concern. 

Practice Question Answers – Joshua 

PQ101 Option C (correct) 1 mark – Under s946C(3) because Joshua expressly instructed that the 
Adviser to provide the financial service immediately, time critical advice is permissible. 

Option A is incorrect. In order to provide time critical advice, the condition sets out in 
s946C(3) must be met, and being a friend of a client is not one of them. 

Option B is incorrect. In order to provide time critical advice, the condition sets out in 
s946C(3) must be met, and seeking approval from the Compliance Manager is not one of 
them 

Option D is incorrect. In order to provide time critical advice, the condition sets out in 
s946C(3) must be met, ad signing a disclaimer and consenting to the risks of not receiving an 
SOA is not one of them. 

PQ102  True; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: In order to rely on the time critical exemption, one of the conditions 
of s946C(3) is that it is not reasonably practicable to provide the client with an SOA before 
that further financial service is provided. In this scenario, it is not reasonably practical to 
provide Joshua with an SOA as he needs the insurance to be set up immediately. 

Statement 1 – FALSE: in order to provide time critical advice, the condition sets out in 
s946C(3) must be met, and being referred by a long standing client is not one of them. 

PQ103 Option B (correct) 1 mark – In order to rely on the time critical exemption, one of the 
conditions of s946C(3) is that the client expressly instructs that the further financial service 
is provided immediately or by a specified time. 

Option A is incorrect. In order to rely on the time critical exemption, one of the conditions 
of s946C(3) is that the client expressly instructs that the further financial service is provided 
immediately or by a specified time, not the Adviser. 
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Option C is incorrect. In order to rely on the time critical exemption, one of the conditions 
of s946C(3) is that the client expressly instructs that the further financial service is provided 
immediately or by a specified time, not by both the client and the Adviser. 

Option D is incorrect. In order to rely on the time critical exemption, one of the conditions 
of s946C(3) is that the client expressly instructs that the further financial service is provided 
immediately or by a specified time, not by the Compliance Manager. 

PQ104 Option B (correct) 1 mark – S946C of Corps Act requires an SOA/ROA to be provided within 
5 business days. 

Option A is incorrect. S946C of Corps Act requires an SOA/ROA to be provided within 5 
business days. 

Option C is incorrect. S946C of Corps Act requires an SOA/ROA to be provided within 5 
business days. 

Option D is incorrect. S946C of Corps Act requires an SOA/ROA to be provided within 5 
business days. 

PQ105  True; True (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: When providing advice, the Adviser must communicate to Joshua 
important and relevant information about the advice, including advantages and 
disadvantages so he can make an informed decision about whether to act on the advice. By 
providing warnings about the possible super erosion, Joshua can make an informed 
decision about whether or not to proceed. 

Statement 1 – TRUE: When providing advice, the Adviser must communicate to Joshua 
important and relevant information about the advice, including advantages and 
disadvantages so he can make an informed decision about whether to act on the advice. By 
explaining the disadvantages of super, such as possible delays in the event of claim, Joshua 
can make an informed decision about whether or not to proceed. 

PQ106 Sample response: 2 marks 

Two disclosures the Adviser would have to make verbally to Joshua are: 
If the advice is based on incomplete or inaccurate advice, he must tell him, as well as to 
consider whether the advice is appropriate to him. And Information about the Adviser’s 
remuneration, commission and any other benefits. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

The Adviser would need to explain the basis for the advice including advantages and 
disadvantages and disclose his educational qualifications. 
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Sample response: 0 marks 

The Adviser would need to provide Joshua with a PDS 
The Adviser would need to provide Joshua with an FSG 

PQ107 Sample response: 2 marks 

Two things the Adviser should consider are the impact to Joshua’s family of not reviewing 
his estate planning, and the impact on his retirement savings due to insurance premiums 
being deducted from his superannuation. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

The impact to him and his family if his cash flow is impacted in the short term and Joshua’s 
risk profile. 

Sample response: 0 marks 

Joshua’s needs, goals and objectives and Joshua’s risk profile. 

Practice Question Answers – SMSF Rollover 

PQ108 Option A (correct) 1 mark – Prior to the scope of advice being determined, during the 
appointment the subject matter of advice is discussed. The client is wanting to determine 
whether he is on track for retirement. There is no further discussion with regards to other 
types of advice to consider. 

Option B is incorrect; As per answer A. Also, the client expressly indicated to the Adviser 
that he is happy with the current super fund and the investment options provided. 

Option C is incorrect; The client has indicated he is happy with the current super fund and 
the investment options provided and is seeking a simple approach to investing. 

Option D is incorrect; Making the Adviser an authority is not   related to providing advice. 

PQ109 Option D (correct) 1 mark – The client has specifically asked to see whether ‘they were on 
track for a comfortable retirement’. Therefore, a goal of having sufficient capital to 
generate $40,000 in retirement” is MOST closely aligned. 

Option A is incorrect; The client has not asked for an insurance review. In fact, he has 
reviewed insurance needs recently and is happy with the current cover. 

Option B is incorrect; The client has not asked for review of his superannuation. 

Option C is incorrect; The client has not requested an investment into cash. 
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PQ110 Option B (correct) 1 mark – It is important for a client to understand their role as a SMSF 
trustee. The essence of Standard 5 is that the Adviser is satisfied that client understands 
the advice. 

Option A is incorrect; maintaining competence relates to Standard 10. 

Option C is incorrect; Describing a recommendation does not mean that the client 
understands the advice i.e. Standard 5. 

Option D is incorrect; An explanation does not adhere to Standard 5 as the Adviser needs 
to be satisfied that the client understands the Advice. 

PQ111 Ture; False (1 mark if all parts correct) 

Statement 1 – TRUE: The Adviser has not acted in the client’s best interests by 
recommending a sophisticated investment portfolio. The client is happy with a simple 
approach to investing. 

Statement 2 – FALSE: If the Adviser becomes the administrator of the SMSF it does not 
necessarily mean that this is a breach of Standard 2. As long as there is no Conflict of Interest 
(Standard 3) and the Adviser has done the necessary comparisons to other SMSF 
administration providers, it can be in the client’s best interests that the Adviser can be the 
Administrator also. 

PQ112 Sample response: 2 marks 

The client has sought advice on whether they are ‘on track for a comfortable retirement’. 

By recommending a SMSF with a portfolio that includes a portfolio of managed funds and 
shares contradicts the client’s statement that they are happy with their current super and 
would like to continue with a simple approach to investing. 

An SMSF can be onerous on a trustee due to the compliance requirements. The client is 
currently invested into a retail fund with a small amount of investment options and is happy 
with the current investment. By recommending an SMSF with an extensive portfolio 
including managed funds and shares contradicts the information provided to the adviser by 
the client. 

The Adviser has failed to address the explicit subject matter of advice which was to see 
whether the client is on track for a comfortable retirement at age 60. 
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Sample response: 1 mark 

The client has a balance of $150,000. This balance is considered too low unless substantial 
contributions were to be made or perhaps a limited recourse borrowing and property 
purchase were considered. 

The client’s planned retirement is in two years time. (no mark – an SMSF structure can be 
held into retirement). 

Sample response: 0 marks 

The SMSF is more expensive when compared to the current fund. (no mark – a comparison 
of costs is not enough to determine whether advice is appropriate). 

You cannot hold a wrap account inside an SMSF. (no mark – Incorrect) 

PQ113 Sample response: 2 marks 

The Adviser would be able to demonstrate that the prices charged by the administration 
service are demonstrably in line with market prices. 

The Adviser makes sure the client understands that he is free to have the administration 
service carried out by another service provider if he so chooses. It will not affect their 
financial planning relationship. 

Sample response: 1 mark 

The costs of the administration service are detailed and explained to the client in the 
Statement of Advice. 

Refer the client to another inhouse adviser qualified in SMSF advice who does not have a 
conflict of interest as an adviser and administrator. (no mark - referring to another Adviser 
within the organization does not dispel any potential conflict). 

Sample response: 0 marks 

The adviser should check with his licensee or compliance team for guidance on how best to 
approach this situation. (no mark – giving a response to a compliance question that 
includes referring the problem to the licensee or compliance does not answer the 
question). 

Reconsider the recommendation of a SMSF and use an Industry Fund or another retail fund 
as a preferred recommendation. (no mark – this does not answer the question. Even 
though the case study alludes to the fact the basis for the recommendation of an SMSF is 
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poor, the question is referring to avoiding a conflict of interest as a result of the payment 
of the administration fee). 
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